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Paper pros
UCF Table Football
Tournament showcases
.10 athletes' talents.
- SEE N_EWS, A2

.
PS3, Wll LET YOU TAKE CONTROL

IT MAY BE COLD
OUT, BUT IT'S NO
I
I.

I
If.·

The PlayStation 3and Wii have both garnered alot of interest
for their unique controllers.
The PlayStation's,dubbed
SIXAXIS, allows players to
move on-screen characters, cars or other objects
by flicking their wrist in a
direction.The Wii controller
takes things astep further by
allowing agreater range of
...
motion, and even
I
includes aspeaker.

-

Ice Age: The Meltdown, which got a

chilly reception from the critics,
comes to DVD Tuesday. It will
feature an all-new short film, No
Time for Nuts, Crash and Eddie
Stunts, blooper reel, and
commentaries.

APPLE'S PLANS
FOR IPOD PHONE

.LEAKING OUT
{

ATaiwan newspaper reported last
week that Apple Computers has
placed an order for 12 million
"iPhones."The picture below is a
mock-up, as no one knows what the
device will look like.

Fans brave heat, skip class, lose sleep
to get hands
game systems
. on 2 video
LANDON BLACKER
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

COUNSELING CENTER
TO HOLD PROGRAM ON
TEST-TAKING ANXIETY
I,

Just in time for finals week, the
Counseling Center will hold a
program on managing test anxiety.
The program will be held today in Key
West Room 218AB of Student
Union from 7to 8:30 p.m.

Wii

BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Eager fans camp outside the Best Buy electronics store in the Waterford Lakes Town Center on Thursday night in
anticipation of the PlayStation 3 and Nintendo Wii releases. Many had been lined up since Nov.13.

The video-gaming craze among college students and fans across the country
reached a new height last week as the
next generation in console gaming was
released: the Sony PlayStation 3 and the
Nintendo Wii
Crowds of people - ranging from
families, to groups of friends, to college
students skipping class - began lining
up at retail stores around Orlando, and
the Waterford Lakes Town Center on
Alafaya Trail was no exception. Beginning Nov. 13, crowds began setting up

19-year- .
tero,,a 20-yearold criminal justice
camp for a long week at both Best Buy old
accounting
major. "It's mainly due to people
and Target in the shoppin~ plaza.
major at UCF. "It's really chill. The only coming by and messing with us." He said
People trickled into the line at Best persons we haven't talked to are the ones that they'd been woken up with foghorns,
Buy throughout the week, waiting for the who aren't guaranteed a PS3."
been pelted by water balloons and even
release of the PS3 on Friday morning.
According to Montero and his friends, got mooned once.
They pitched tents, made room for sleep- Best Buy only had 34 PS3s in stock, so the ·
Their time spent in line was an investing bags and tried to find something to people behind No. 34 in line could only ment, however, because the six of them
occupy themselves for the long wait hope that a credit card got declined or planned to sell their units on eBay and
ahead of them.
that some other credit-card error hoped to make close to a $1,500 profit.
Anthony Montero and five of his occurred.
The PS3 is distributed by Sony and
friends were the first to arrive in the line
When asked what stuck out in their comes in two models: a premium model
at Best Buy on Nov. 13. They saw the rest minds about their whole experience, the with a 60 GB hard drive, wireless conof the line fill in until Thursday and they group agreed on the lack of sleep and nectivity and multiple flash memory card
got to know them better.
missing classes.
"We've made friends with pretty ·
"I've gotten seven hours of sleep since
PLEASE SEE Wll ON A6
much everyone else [in line],'~ said Mon- I've been here,'' said Scott Lorberbaum, a

the

LOCAL &STATE, A2

Staff Writer

Florida lawmakers are trying to
change the state's policy of putting
child suspects in chains.The state
Department of Juvenile Justice
defends the practice, arguing that the
chains are necessary for public safety
and that their use is indiscriminate.

NATION & WORLD, A4

22 DAY LABORERS
KILLED BY SUICIDE
BOMBER IN IRAQI CITY .
Asuicide bomber in Hillah,a mostly
Shiite ·city 60 miles south of Baghdad,
killed 22 people and wounded 44
after detonating explosives near a
crowd of day laborers Sunday.
Unemployment is high in Iraq.
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''We've looked at and gotten
input from campuses across the
country aboµt how to handle
With the construction of the this," said Al Harms, assistant
on-campus stadium under way, vice·president for research and
the UCF community is busy special assistant to the presishaping plans, such as a "dry dent.
,stadium" policy, to handle
Harms and other UCF offigame-day crowds.
cials directly involved in the
On Sept. 15, 2007, UCF will preparation process for the new
·"'p lay host.to''its first home game · stadium have studied the camagainst the University of Texas puses of UF, FSU, USF, UniverLonghorns at the Brighthouse sity of Washington, Notre
Networks Stadium. And with Dame, University of Georgia,
45,000 seats, the stadium pres- Alabama and Texas A&M to
ents new challenges for UCF in observe planning and game-day
the form of parking, traffic and operatfons.
alcohol enforcement.
An important guideline that

ROBYN SIDERSKY

EFFORT MOUNTED TO
END SHACKLING OF
JUVENILE SUSPECTS

INDEX

Alcohol banned at new on-campus stadium

VUCF holds rock concert to
help students feed homeless
of Hunger and Homelessness for
VUCF, wanted Rock For Hunger
to resemble Live 8 concerts,
Students rocked out to the which are huge shows that featunes of local bands Friday night ture well-known bands and
at Rock For Hunger, a benefit whose mission is to make poverconcert put on by Volunteer ty history.
UCF and The ONE Campaign to
Goyzueta said this was an
help fight poverty.
exciting time for VUCF because ·
Local bands included Milka, it was the first-ever Rock For
K-G and the Band, Stumpp, Hunger benefit concert. VUCF
Vision Quest, Vocal Drop, Cori is in the middle of hosting a
Yarckin and Oldstate. The· con- series of events that b egan on
cert was held at 7 p.m. in the Stu- Wednesday ·and will continue
dent Union's Pegasus Ballroom.
Chris Goyzueta, the director
PLEASESEE VUCF ON A7

FABIOLA NORRIS

~---------

Contributing Writer

will take effect in the fall is the
"dry stadium" policy - no alcohol allowed inside the premises.
Currently, at the home games.in
the Citrus Bowl, alcohol is
allowed.
Harms said many stadiums
around . the country are dry,
including FSU, and the decision
to have UCF's stadium follow
suit was not a hard one.
Students, however, are divided on the issue.
"I think that the idea of a dry
stadium is a great idea because
it cuts down on violence and
PLEASE SEE

DRY ON A7

ROBYN SIDERSKY I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brighthouse Networks Stadium, shown here under construction, will have 45,000 seats. UCF
officials in charge of planning have already decided to ban alcohol from the stadium.

Workshop is business bootcamp
Invention to Venture
teaches entrepreneurs
TAYLOR VERNARSKY
Staff Writer

The Invention to Venture
workshop was held at the Fairwinds Alumni Center Friday to
give aspiring entrepreneurs
first-hand experience with what
goes into technology entrepreneurship.
I2V is a national series of
workshops, developed by the
National Collegiate Inventors

and Innovators Alliance, that
teach students the basics of
technology entrepreneurship
and how to build networks. This
was the fourth year that I2V was
heldatUCF.
Tom O'Neal, director of the
UCF Technology Incubator and
host of the event, described the
workshop as a one-day boot
camp to better inform students
'o f how to start a company. ·
"It's rewarding for them to
learn from experts so they have
a better idea how to start,''
O'Nealsaid
Students who attended said

t;hey felt like they were walking
away from the event wiser on
how the technology entrepreneurial process works.
Kyle J. Britt, a 21-year-old film
major, said that he's going to use
what he learned to help better
his idea. Being interested in film,
Britt and his friend are trying to
develop a way to project threedimensional images on screen.
"It's something that could be
in movie theaters in the next
couple of years,'' Britt said
A big hurdle, though, is
PLEASE SEE

STUDENTS ON AS
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News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Surveyors report.mixed results for
sea turtle nesting in Florida

Interview practice
Career Services & Experiential Learning will host interview
practice sessions today at the
Career Resource Center, Building 7F, Room 185 from 9 am. to
4p.m.
Students will have a chance
to practice their interview skills
in preparation for job or internship interviews.
For more infonnation, or to
schedule an appointment, call
Annie Ware at (407) 823-2361.

Fitness orientation
The Recreation and Wellness Center will be holding fitness orientations today from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m., with the initial
meeting in Room 204.
These fitness orientations
are scheduled 60-minute sessions designed to introduce students to the machines and facilities provided by the recreation
.center.
For more information or to
schedule an appointment, call
Stephanie Gaski at (407) 8232408.

AMANDA BANACKI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Business administration major Anthony Yanni tam off against visual media major Nick Martinez during the paper football tournament Friday at the Recreation & Wellness Center.

TABLE FOOTBALL IS

English Honor Society meeting
The UCF chapter of the
Sigma Tau Delta English Honor
Society will meet today from
4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Communication Building, Room 210.
Current members, new
members and students interested in joining are welcome to
attend .
For more information, contact Ashley Camey at ashleycarney_ucf@yahoo.com.
·
As part of its Self-Discovery
Knights program series, the
.Counseling Center will hold a
program on managing test anxiety today from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in
Key West Room 218AB ·Of the
Student Union.
The program~ cover how
test-taking anxiety can interfere
. with learning, and offer strategies to reduce the amount of
anxiety.
·
For more information, contact Andrew Blair ( 407) 8232811.

Resume Workshop .
There will be a resume workshop on Tuesday from 10 to
10:30 a.m. in the Career
Resource Center, Building 7F,
Rooml85.
The functions and formats
of resumes will be covered
For more information, contact Annie Ware at (407) 8232361.

Language program
International Services Center will host a cultural program
on Tuesday from 4 to 5 p.m at
the Barbara Ymg Center.
The program, called Language Tables, will explore cultures through foreign . languages.
For more information, contact Paul Schatz at (407) 8235491.

AMANDA BANACKI I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior marketing major Tim Ford was named the paper football champion on Friday.

an attempt to score a touchdown. After three downs, the
ball was turned over to the
other player. ·
If the "kick" went out of
bounds before the 20-yard
line, the receiver got the ball

at his 10-yard line. If the "kick"
went out of bounds after the
20-yard line, the receiver got
the ball at the SO-yard line.
But with no players, how
JiLEASE SEE
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The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your infonnation to be consid.:
ered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to (407) 4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@ucfnews.~om. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Friday for the
Monday edition, 5 p.m. Monday
for the Wednesday edition, and
5 p.m. Wednesday for the Friday
editioIL

High:63° .Low:44°
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Tampa cigar makers say 101-foot
cigar is a world record
·

PRIZE ON A3

LOCAL WEATHER

LEfUSKNOW
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MIAMI - Across Florida
every day, children .accused of
juvenile offenses are routinely
brought to court in chains
regardless of their age, size or
alleged crime.
An effort is growing to end
Florida's practice of routinely
shackling virtually all juvenile
suspects. A bill is being drafted
for introduction in the Legislature early next year that would
make major changes and the
Florida Supreme Court will also
be asked to impose new
statewide rules.
The state Department of
Juvenile Justice defends its
practices, arguing that the
chains are necessary for public
·safety anq rejecting criticism
that their use is indiscriminate.

WHITNEY HAMRICK

Test anxiety program

..

Effort 9rowing to end Florida
shackling ofjuvenile suspects

Paper football tournament winner
speechless as he receives his prize·
n't looking. It's great."
Nick Martinez, a 21-yearContributing Writer
old 4igital media major said
Paper right-triangles pro- he joined the tournament
pelled in flying arcs through because he can't play r.e al
the improvised goal posts of football.
opponents' waiting hands at
"It gives me a chance to
Friday's Table Football Tour- participate in extracurricular
nament at the Recreation &
activities," Martinez said. "It
Wellness Center.
is also the only place I get to
''We've got a good medium see someone from UCF win a
crowd this year," said Dave · football game."
DeCandis, head supervisor of
Five football tables were
intramural sports and self- lined up side-by-side in the
proclaimed commissioner of gym, with three strips of blue
table football, of the event's 10 painter's tape simulating the
competitors. "I am an avid five 20-yard lines of a tradiplayer myself ... but I haven't tional field. Participants supmanaged to enter a tourna- plied their own footballs,
·ment [as a player]."
which were no bigger than 7
Organized table football, inches on all sides, as per tjie .
which began at UCF in 2004, official table football measmay not be the biggest specta- urement.
tor sport - only one person, a
A game of rock, paper, scisplayer's girlfriend, showed up sors decided who went first in
for support. It may not be the the on.e-on-one, 12-minute
most competitive, either, with games, where the first player
the record number of partici- to reach 30 points was the
pants being 24. But one thing winner. Supervisors hovered
is for sure: The paper-athletes near the tables to make final
·are doing what they love.
calls and keep the score.
"It's exciting," said Timo- Seven points were awarded
thy Travis, a 19-year-old elec- for touchdowns and one point
trical engineering major and was awarded for field goals.
assistant supervisor for the
."Kickoffs" started at the
event. "What could be more end of the table. Players were
fun than table football? It's the allowed three downs to flick
game you played in the third or push the football to the
grade when the teacher was- opposite edge of the table in

..
..

FORT LAUDERDALE Sea turtles are having a tough
time sustaining their species.
Long-line fishing, pollution and
a warming climate all have had
a hand in the turtle's decline. As
nesting season winds_down, sea
turtle surveyors across Palm
Beach County are reporting
mixed results.
This year, the Sea Turtle
Conservation League of Singer
.Island tracked 1,020 loggerhead,
222 green and 12 leatherback
nests on more than 2 miles of
beach.
In Florida, loggerheads are
the only one of the seven sea
turtle species not considered
endangered Loggerhead nesting is declining statewide, but
current numbers could be part
of a long-term trend, the result
of what was happening 20 to 30
years ago. It takes that amount
of time for the turtles to reach
sexual maturity.
In Boca Raton, loggerheads
coilnted one nest better than
their record low of 421 nests in
· 2004. Green sea turtles are
doing well at 68 nests and
leatherbacks are staying steady
in the double digits, this year at
llnests.

PA~TLY CLOUDY

Today: Sunny with spme cloud cover
in the afternoon. Winds northwest at
10to 15 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy as temps dip
into the 40s. Winds northwest at 10
to 20mph.

S,nday

High:58°
Low:41° ·

High: 59°
·~~u SCATTERED SHOWERS Low: 45°

TAMPA - Cigar makers
here hope a 101-foot, 53-pound
cigar is headed for the record
books.
Wallace and Margarita
Reyes, co-owners of Gonzalez
Habano Cigar Co., put the finishing touches on the $5,100
cigar at the Cigar Heritage Festival on Saturday. Local cigar
makers worked for about 75
hours over several weeks to
build the giant stogie.
The Reyeses said the giant
cigar marks the 85th anniversary of their Tampa cigar factory. They also hoped to beat a
record 66-foot cigar made in
Havana in 2005.
"I wanted to do somethjng
special:' Wallace Reyes said "I
wanted to do something big."
Local officials documented
the completed cigar so it can be
submitted to Guinness World
Records. They said Tampa's
giant cigar could make the 2008
edition of the book unless
someone rolls a bigger cigar ·
before July.

•
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. Board Certified .A llergist
I .. ocated on i\lafaya 1-rail
1 nille south of l JCF

Dean & University

I

6728 Aloma Ave. ·Winter Park 3i792

EXPIRES 1131/07 . 015·315

,Accepted
ucF·smartcard
Here
3940 N. Dean Rd.

•

Hours: Mon - Sun 1Oam - 8 pm
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Call Donatos
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(407) 365-1999
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, Rep. seeks to deter war
~ with military draft bill
JJ

Americans would have to
sign up for a new military
draft after turning 18 under 'a
1 }.
bill the incoming chairman of
the House Ways and Means
Committee says he will introduce next year.
!I
Rep. Charles Rangel, D-·
N.Y., said Sunday he sees his
idea as a way to deter politi'1
cians from launching wars.
"There's no question in my
mind that this president and
this · administration would
1.>.
never have invaded Iraq, especially on the flimsy evidence
that was presented to the Congress, if indeed we had a draft
' ' and members of Congress and
the administration thought
that their kids from their com' . munities. would be placed in
harm's way," Rangel said.
Rangel, a veteran of the
Korean War who has unsuccessfully sponsored legislation on conscription in the
past, said he will propose a
measure early next year.
1
While he said he is serious
about the proposal, there is little evident support among
lawmakers for it.
.l
In 2003, Rangel proposed a
measure covering people age
18 to 26. This year, he offered a
plan to mandate military service for men and women
between age 18 and 42; it went
nowhere in the Republican., led Congress.
Democrats will control the
House and Senate come January because of their victories
in the Nov. 7 election.
At a time when some lawmakers are urging the military
to send more troops to Iraq, "I
don't see how anyone can support the war and not support

without a draft," Rangel ~aid.
He said having a draft
would not necessarily mean
everyone called to duty would
have to serve in the armed
forces. Instead, "young people
[would] commit themselves
to a couple of years in service
to this great republic, whether
it's our seaports, our airports,
in schools, in hospitals," with a
promise of educational benefits at the end of service.
Graham said he believes
the all-voluntary mjlitary
"represents the country pretty
well in terms of ethnic make- REP. CHARLES RANGEL, D-NY
up, economic background."
Repeated polls have shown
the draft," said Rangel, who that about seven in 10 Amerialso proposed a draft in Janu- cans oppose reinstatement of
ary 2003, before the U.S. inva- the draft and officials say they
sion oflraq. "I think to do so is do not expect to restart conscription.
hypocritical."
Outgoing Defense SecreSen. Lindsey Graham, a .
South Carolina Republican tary Donald H. Rumsfeld told
who is a colonel in the U.S. Air Congress in June 2005 that
Force Standby Reserve, said "there isn't a chance in the
he agreed that the U.S. does world that the draft will be
not have enough people in the brought back."
Yet the prospect of the long
military.
"I think we can do this with global fight against terrorism
an all-voluntary service, all- and the continuing U.S. comvoluntary Army, Air Force, mitment to stabilizing Iraq
Marine Corps and Navy. And have kept the idea in the pubif we can't, then we'll look for lic's mind.
The military drafted consome other option," said Graham, who is assigned as a scripts during the· Civil War,
reserve judge to the Air Force both world wars and between
1948 and 1973. An agency, the
Court of Criminal Appeals.
Rangel, the next chairman Selective Service System,
of the House tax-writing com- keeps an updated registry of
mittee, said he worried the men age 18-25 - now about 16
military was being strained by million - from which to supply untrained draftees that
its overseas commitments.
"If we're going to challenge would supplement the profesIran and challenge North sional all-volunteer armed
Korea and then, as some peo- forces.
ple have asked, to send more
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
troops to Iraq, we can't do that
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"I don't see how
anyone can
support the war
and not support
the draft. I think
to do so is
hypocritical."
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Prize is champion T-shirt
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does a paper-athlete score a
touchdown?
"A · touchdown is [when]
any part of the ball [slides]
over the edge of the table
without falling off," according
to the rules handed out at the
tournclment. "Footballs can
only be moved by a flick or a
push. If an offensive play goes
off the table, it is a turnover on
the spot."
The prize for winning t4e
tournament was an Intramural Sports Champion T-shirt,
with the back designed to
mimic a Sports Illustrated
magazine cover. It i_s given to
) the winners of all intramural
sports.
. Chris Morris, a 19-year-old
computer science major,
> asserted his. lackluster hopes
for victory. "Hopefully, I'll get

a bit more practice. Don't get
me wrong, I want that T-shirt,
but there's no chance I'm ·
going to win this."
The first round ended with ·
a tie-up of four to decide the
final two slots. The highest
score leading up to the second
round was from Christie Leak,
a 20-year-old art major and
the only female player.
Being the only woman in a
male-dominated sport did not
faze Leak in the slightest.
"This is more brain than
brawn," Leak said. "I think I
can take it. I'm doing good,
feeling confident."
The second round began
with a total upset. All the high
scorers from the round before
were dethroned, including
Martinez and the previously
undefeated and likely winner
Leak.. Morris, who was surprised yet pleased, entered the

second round more confident.
"I hope I go up against
[John] Bambace. He's good, I
want to beat him," Morris
said.
"This is getting intense,"
Travis said, as the matchup of
the final two, Tim Ford· and
Bambace, began with a scissor-cuts-paper victory for
Ford. Ford kicked off the
game, leading him to a 34-18
victory. He already had a shirt,
however, from a flag football
win the previous night.
"What an athlete," said
Noel Ruiz-Castaneda, a 21year-old marketing major,
who lost in the second round.
"I can't even describe it in
words," Ford said, as DeCandis presented him with his
championship T-shirt and
took his picture for the RWC's
Web site. "I'd just like to thank
my fingers. They're magic."

•.
•,

The University Writing Center is now offering more on line
and phone consultations for all UCF students.
To schedule an appointment visit:
www.uwcscheduler.ucf.edu and look for KnightOWL online
or KnightOWL phone.
For more information:
www.uwc.ucf.edu
or
407-823-2197.
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East Orlando's Newest Family Fun Center!

Store Hours

Sunday 11 am - ! pm .. Monday - Thursday 9am • 9 pm
Friday &Saturday 9am ~ 11 pm

located in Alafaya Village at
2822 South Alafaya Trail • Orlando, FL.32828

407-277-6566

*Weekly Specials
Monday Madness- 7pm-9pm

FF

Reg. admission for up to 4 people
·Lase ag o Pay round
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•
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Must present coupon at time ofpurchase. Limit one per customer. Not valid with any otheroffers.

:

Expires November 30th, 1006
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Unlimited Laser Tag s14. 99

Two-for-Tuesday-9am to 2pm Buy One Playground entry
and get the 2nd entry for free!
Wacky Wednesday-ALL DAV

s3,99 each Laser Tag game
& s4_99 each Playground entry

See store for details .
Offers can not be combined with coupons.
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Outside review of UCLA police use
ofTaser after angry campus rally
LOS ANGELES - An attorney who was part of a review of
excessive force complaints following the Rodney King beating will investigate a UCLA
police officer's use of a Taser
on an Iranian-American student, the school said Friday.
The move came in response
to student demands voiced earlier Friday at a news conference
and subsequent rally, where
speakers said the shocking of
Mostafa Tabatabainejad, 23,
sent a chill across the campus.
·~s students we feel our
safety is endangered, and we do
not feel safe on campus," said
Sabiha Ameen, president of the
Muslim Students Association.
Tabatabainejad, 23, was
shocked Tuesday night after
arguing with a campus police
officer who was conducting a
routine check of student IDs at
Jhe University of California,
Los Angeles, Powell Library
computer lab.
Campus police say he
refused to show his student ID
and refused to leave the building when asked
A few hours after the rally,
acting Chancellor Norman
Abrams announced he had
chosen Merrick Bobb to lead an
independent investigation.
Bobb .served as staff attorney for the Christopher Com'mission, which was formed to
examine allegations of excessive force in the Los Angeles
Police Department after the
King beating in the early '90s.

:uGA adds 'gender-neutral'
restrooms to help students
ATLANTA - Officials at
the University of Georgia have
designated a pair of "gender
neutral" restrooms on campus,
a change begun out of concern
for transgender students but
which they say will benefit others - from students with disabilities and medical conditions to parents of young
children.
-The single-stall restrooms
are near the university's gay
student support center, where
leaders hope the trend will
expand to other parts of camPlfS·
Michael Shutt, an assistant
dean of students and director
of the university's year-old Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Resource Center, said
the move came out of safety
and comfort concerns for
transgender students.
"Most of us very much take
for granted that we can find a
restroom and we don't have to
worry about anybody harassing
us," said Shutt said "But there
is always the chance that people can be harassed in restrooms if they don't look like
they fit the norm and there can
sometimes be assault or abuse
in those cases."
"Transgender'' is an umbrella term used to cover several
different identities - from
those seeking sex-·c hange surgery to heterosexuals who feel
more comfortable wearing
clothing typical of the other
gender.

UC group says its signs were
defaced with racist slogans
CINCINNATI - Anti-death
penalty and anti-racism signs
on the University of Cincinnati
campils have been defaced, and
the group that posted the signs
said UC officials have not done
enough to address the problem.
. The International Socialist
Organization said someone put .
swastikas and racist slogans on
some of its posters displayed
on campus.
"This happened on Nov. 8,
and we still have not heard
from the administration," said
group member Shane Johnson.
The signs were defaced with
slogans that included "White
Power" and "Bring Back
Hitler," Johnson said
He said a racist flier also was
found on several cars on campus Nov. 13.
"I am wondering why so few
people have heard about this
issue," said student Kersha
Deibel-'Ii'otter. She said similar
issues have come up before,
and some students don't think
the administration has taken a
strong stand on them.
"I came to this university to
experience diversity and feel
welcome, not to feel as if my life
is in danger," Deibel-'Ii'otter
said.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Residents gather on the street following an explosion in Hillah, Iraq Sunday. Asuicide
bomber in a minivan lured day laborers to his vehicle with promises of a job.

Two schoolchildren wounded in
Israeli shooting at Gaza school
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip Stray Israeli gunfire hit a U.N.
school in the northern Gaza
Strip, wounding two children,
includiiig a 7-year-old boy
who was hit in the head as he
sat at his desk, United Nations
officials said Sunday, but
Israel denied involvement.
The U.N. Relief and Works
Agency appealed for protection of civilians in the Gaza
Strip after Saturday's shooting. ·~t present, children are
not safe even in United
Nations classrooms. We
urgently need a solution,'' said
John Ging, the agency's Gaza
field director.
The military said there was
no Israeli army activity in the
area. The spokesman's office
said a thorough investigation
showed there was no Israeli
gunfire in that area on Saturday.
Hospital officiais said the
boy, Ahmed Abdel-Aziz, suffered slight wounds above his
eye. Minutes later, a 12-yearold girl was shot in the leg as
students were being evacuated from the building.
Hospital officials said both
. children were in good condition. At the school, officials
showed a picture of the boy
with a bullet near his eyebrow.
UNRWA is the main U.N.
agency that provides food,
housing, education and health
care to Palestinian refugees in
Gaza, the West Bank and
neighboring countries.
The agency runs 187
schools serving 194,000 students in Gaza.

troversial nuclear program
and Washington's fears of a
roll back of democratic freedoms under ·Russian President Vladimir Putin.
Russia's 'Ii'ade and Economic Development Minister
German Gref called the deal a
"historic step - the last step
- that sigilifies the return of
Russia to the market principles of the world economy."
As part of the deal, Gref
said that Russia had pledged
to cut import tariffs on a range
of goods - including aircraft,
computer technology, agriculture and machinery.
The two countries also
managed to overcome the
high-profile question of Russia's shaky record on protecting intellectual property
rights. Pirated films, music
and software in Russia cost
U.S. companies nearly $1.8 billion in 2005.

Secret Service agent wounded in
triple shooting at mall food court

ANNAPOLIS, Md. - An
off-duty Secret Service agent
was shot after intervening in a
fight in a shopping mall food
court Saturday evening, and
he returned fire, wounding
the shooter, police said .
A third person was also
shot in the melee, and all were
hospitalized in stable condition late Saturday, said Officer
Sara Schriver, an Anne Arundel County police spokeswoman.
The agent was at .t he Westfield Annapolis mall with his
family shortly after 7 p.m.
when he saw a group of men
attacking
another man,
Schriver said.
Bomber in minivan kills 22 day
The agent tried to break up
the fight, and someone in the .
laborers in Baghdad
BAGfIDAD, Iraq - A sui- group drew a gun and started
cide bomber in a minivan firing, she said
After the agent was shot, he
killed 22 people and wounded
44 after detonating the explo- drew his handgun and
sives near a crowd of day returned fire, wounding the
laborers in a southern Iraqi . shooter, police said. A third
person was shot during the
city, police said.
The minivan approached gunfight, but it was not clear
the men in Hillah, a mostly who shot that person, SchrivShiite city 60 miles south of er said
Baghdad, and exploded as
they gathered around it, said Nintendo's Wii console launches,
police Capt. Muthanna Khalid but can it take on the PS3?
NEW YORK - More than
Ali
Unemployment is· high a thousand fans lined up in
across Iraq, and men often Trmes Square for the Sunday
struggle to feed their families launch of Nintendo's entry
by working jobs such as the into the holiday season's field
construction work the Hillah of competing video game conresidents were seeking. Sun- soles, the cheap but innovaday is a working day in mostly tive Wii.
Despite the throngs, the
Muslim Iraq.
Crying and screaming Shi- midnj.ght launch event went
ite women searched the smoothly. That contrasted
bloody scene for their sons. with the launch of Sony
Some blamed Sunni . Arab Corp.'s PlayStation 3 console
insurgents for the attack. Oth- just two d;iys earlier, which
ers said Hillah's police never forced police to disperse
provide poor people such as crowds at some stores around
day laborers with adequate the country.
security.
·
Tb,e first buyer, Isaiah niSoldiers also gathered at' force Johnson, had been waitthe site, in part to guard the ing in line outside the store for·
heavily damaged shops and more than a week. He wore a
stalls from scavengers. Some Nintendo Power Glove, a
of the stalls were serving tra- wearable controller that came
ditional breakfasts of boiled out in 1989, while shaking
eggs and tea to the laborers hands with Nintex,.do of
when the explosion occurred America president Reggie
Fils-Aime after buying the
first Wii. Johnson said he had
Russia signs key trade deal with
legally changed his middle
U.S., ready to join WTO
HANOI, Vietnam - Rus- name to a reference in Nintensia and the United States do's "Zelda" series of games.
The Wii costs $250 and
signed a key trade agreement ·
Sunday, removing the last includes one game. The two
major obstacle in Moscow's PlayStation 3 models cost
13-year journey to join the $500 and $600, with no
included game. The.two Xbox
World 'Ii'ade Organization.
The deal, inked on, the side- 360 models cost $300 and
lines o( a gathering of Pacific $400, with no game.
Sony had about 400,000
Rim economies, is a powerful
vote of confidence in Russia PlayStation 3s in North Amer- the largest economy still ican stores on Friday. Nintenoutside the 149-member do has said it would have "five
WTO - and signals its inte- to ten" times as many Wiis
gration into the global trading available at launch, and will
have shipped 4 million units
system.
It also marks a bright spot by the end of the 'year. It still
in the two countries' relations expects consoles to sell out in
that have been marred by dis- stores.
a~reements over Iran's con·i

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Visio'1s of the New America

Art Exhibition
Mar .3 - June 30, 2001
1.tcF ~ibrary, 2nd Floor
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The Visions elf the N~w ·"America Art
Exhibition is·'· open t0 ·i: all czurrent UCF
students.
Arrt:w0,rk will be judged on
.
;:
creatj~e~ inter'~~e):atior1 of '.hf! New ~merica
them·e' as well '" as techrucal ment. The
competitiofl is open to tr,aditional and
non-tradiri6nal media
inel~ding painting,
.
drawing·, "PJints, pho.t ography, digital art,
ceramics,. sculpture, boo~ 33rts and 1mixed
media. '$ .l,000 in scholarship prizes will
be awarded to the winners.
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John Spence, Executive in Residence for the UCF Technology Incubator and managing partner of Flycaster &Company, speaks on Friday.

Students act on dreams
FROM

.J'
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creating a working prototype,
he said.
"Mathematically, it works,"
Britt said "But we are unable to
build it right now."
However, after the workshop, Britt was determined not
to be discouraged and said he
gained a better understanding
on how to approach it.
John Kracht, a 38-year-old
business major, learned how to
go about patenting "and licensing products from a · mock
licensing negotiation.
The de~onstration played
out more like a business deal
than a technological deal, with
the parties involved trying to
form a respectable relationship.
Despite knowing that the participants were role-playing, the
demonstration provided a lot of
insight into what goes on,
Kracht said.
"I saw a little psychology
being used," Kracht said ''The
participants characterized that
for me."
As far as starting his own
business soon, he said that it
will take some time.
"It's within the realm of possibility for me;' Kracht said "I
just don't have any good ideas

yet."
Cameron Ford, the director
for the UCF Center for Entrepreneurship, was the first
. speaker of the event and
explained how technology
entrepreneurship works. Ford
said it's a way of forming organizations that pl'Ovide either
novel or exclusive-based solutions.
According to Ford, getting
involved with technology
entrepreneurship
provides
people with a sense of accomplishment because they're following their passions and getting rich along the way. It's not
for everyone, he , stressed,
because there are many hardships, including stress and having to work long hours with little vacation time.
The purpose of the workshop was to give students who
want to start their own businesses a better understanding
of how to do so. Guest speakers
gave lectures on the basics and
answered questions from the
auc;lience.
The workshop has been
known to bring in up to 300
people each year.
Only a small fraction of that
attended this year's event,
allowing for an intimate atmos-

phere for those present, O'Neal
said
Many aspects of technology
entrepreneurship were discussed.
The
workshop
explored the process of inventing a product and successfully
marketing and financing it, selling it, applying for patents,
building a competent team to
work with, making a .perfect
pitch to investors, and finding
the money to support it.
Regina Smith is the NCIIA
program associate for the 12V
workshop in Florida. She said
that the workshop teaches
entrepreneur skills that students can't get from a classroom alone.
"We allow the students to
get really hands-on," Smith
said. ''We're trying to connect
to people and help them out."
The one issue that all the
speakers touched upon was
passion, because if the passion
isn't visible in the young entrepreneur, they said, then no o:rre
will be convinced to support lt.
12V hoped the workshop
showed that getting started and
becoming successful won't be
easy. But if the entrepreneurs
are truly passionate about what
they are doing, they have a
good chance at that success.

.
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EVER BEEN ARRESTED:
WAS THE CHARGE(S) DROPPED OR DISMISSED?
IF so, yo·u MAY BE ABLE TO EXPUNGE SUCH RECORDS

Call (407) 210_.6588
Graduating?
Applying to College?
·N ew Job?

Applying to Graduate School?
Looking to Rent? ·
.
Promotion?

Did you know that even though the charges may ha~e been dropped or dismiss~d the records
remain open for public view at the law enforcement agency, the courthouse, and are reflected
on criminal history records or "rap sheets" generated by
the Florida Department of Law Enforcement?

HETZ & JONES, LLC
James T. Hetz, Esq.
Former State Expungement Attorney
www.HetzandJones.com

Email: HetzLaw@yahoo.com

Office-Orlando

"The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely on advertising. Before you decide,
ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience."

Where studen~S are the

first

priority~

Student Government Association·

A&SF Budgets
..

A&SF Budget Requests for student . organizations registered with the
·Office.of Student Involvement are now available .

,

Over $12 million in student dollars available for Student Organizations.
,

Budget Requests are for fiscal Year 2007-2008 (dates July 1,2007-June 30,2008)

BUDG.ETS ARE DUE:

December 1st
Funds are available for student organizations registered with the Office of Student Involvement
Please visit the SGA website for complete forms.
For more information about Activity & Service fee funding,
please check the SGA Web site
Contact Info:
Ryan Marlar, SGA Comptroller; sga_comp@mail.ucf.edu
Rafael Padron, A&SF E3udget Committee Chair: sga_asf@mail.ucf.edu
Alex Masic, A&SF Budget Committee Vice Chair: sga_vasf@mail.ucf.edu

SGA.UCF.edu

..
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· LSAT

GMAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed

GRE
MCAT

DAT
OAT
PSAT

...

SAT

or your money back..

ACT

Attend all required classes or make-\Jp sessions, complete all' scheduled tests, and do
you< homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or ;i prtor off1c1a1 test score. you can choQse to repeat our program for free
gel a
lult tefund ot your tuition:• It's that simple.

:ir
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Gamers and those .eager to make a buck lined up as early as Nov. 13 in front of Best Buy for the release of Playstation 3 and Nintendo Wii.

Wii is cheaper, more
available than PS3
FROM

Al

readers; and a b~ic model with
a 20 GB hard drive but no extra
features.
Crowds lined up again outside both Best Buy and Target
for a second time that weekend
ill anticipation of the Wii .
release Sunday. They camped
out Saturday night with more
t¢nts and an expectation of getting the gaming system.
More models of the Wii
were released for distribution
than the PS3, and at $249.99 the
Wii is a cheaper system than
the PS3, whose basic model
goes for $499 and the premium
model for $599.
The Wli will compete with
both the PS3 and Microsoft's
Xbox 360 and it has 20 games
available for purchase with its
release.
Wii is also in greater U.S.
production than the PS3, therefore it is less scarce and in less
high of a demand. However, the
Wii's distinguishing and. innovative feature is its wireless
controller, the Wii Remote,
which can detect motion and
rotation in three dimensions.
Montero and his group
planned to get the 60 GB model
ofthePS3.
"Those are the ones that are
selling for a lot," Montero said.
"If you're gonna buy it you
might as well get the 60,
because the 60 comes with
wireless internet."
There is a high demand for
PS3s in the U.S. market, so
much that people have even
resorted to theft in order to get
their hands on one.
After waiting in line for 50
hours, UCF students and iden-

GAMES FOR THE PS3
At launch and throughout the holidays, more than 20 first- and third-party PS3 software
titles across today's most popular genres will also be released alongside the hardware.This is one
of the most robust libraries oflaunch titles yet seen for acomputer entertainment system, with
titles induding Resistance: Fall ofMan™, Genji: Days ofthe Blade™ and NBA '07, published by
SCEA,available immediately for less than $60.
Other titles that will be available by the end ofthe year for purchase and download through
SCEA's online PlayStation Store include Blast Factor, Lemmings™, Go! Sudoku,and Go!Swizzleblock. Other downloadable content available on Nov.17 includes free movie trailers and game
demos.

LSAT Classes Starting 1/3/07, 1/4/07 & 2/17107
GRE: Classes Starting 1/17/07, 2/1/07 & 313107
GMAT: Classes Starting 12/5/06, 1/16/07 & 218107
MCAT: Classes ~tarting 1/13/07, 1 /20/07 & 313107
DAT I OAT: Classes Starting 3/24/07

.

Worfd Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

HT<> m' <i!lil!lt>l.,, rw Chi:> of rer. you mulil oo itnrolkild in ~Plan 'j>
fult class(oom, tutonng, or otlline eoues!ls. trl aJdHi.:>n, you
must ptti5<1nt a copy ~r your ort'ic:li:il seow tOOClft and yom
OOti>"W mutetlnls. within 90 di1~'$.

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

•

•

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
INTERNATJONAL SERVICES CENTER

GAMES FOR THE Wll
Nintendo also added an impressive number of 65 new titles to the launch list, all built exclusively for Wii by some of the world's best known gaming studios. Moreover, other 30 "oldies but
goodie~' will soon be included in the software pack that will accompany the gadget at its launch.
Among the new titles will be The Legend ofZelda: Twilight Princess, Madden NFL '07, Need for
Speed: Carbon, Call ofDuty 3, Marvel Uftimate Alliance, Rampage: Total Destrucffon, SpongeBob
SquarePants: The Creature from Krusty Km4 Tony Hawk's DownhillJam,RedSteel and many others.
tical triplets Andres, Daniel
and Felipe Caicedo were
robbed of their PS3 just after
midnight Friday in the parking
lot of their Northgate Lakes
apartment.
"The PS3 box is huge," said
Andres Caicedo, a 19-year-old ·
digital media major. ''We tried
to hide it in our backpack, but it
was too big. So we took a
chance."
As they were walking to
their apartment, Andres Caicedo said three men drove up in a
maroon car and two jumped
out ·with objects resembling
guns poking through their
sweaters.
"I was thinking, 'Wow, I
don't believe this, I'm about to
get mugged,'" Andres Caicedo,
who was holding the system at
the time of the robbery, said.

•

NOVEMBER EVENTS

'M over a game system."·
In panic, Caicedo ran away
with the game system in his
arms. "By this time, I thought
my brothers were already
dead." he said
Realizing he would have to
surrender his system or risk
injury, Caicedo decided to slam
his PS3 to the ground in an
attempt to break it. Meanwhile,
his brother Daniel chased
down one of the assailants as
he fled to the car.
"They·almost ran over my
brother Daniel," Andres Caicedo said. "Just for a system.
When I got back inside, I cried
myself to sleep."
The brothers filed a report
with the Seminole County
Police Department and said
they would like to prosecute
the robbers, if they are caught.

The International Services Center invites the UCF community,
faculty, staff, and students to attend our events.
All of the following will take place in the Barbara Ying Center:

Community & International Friendship Program (5pm-7pm)

~20th

International students will be introduced to community members in order to arrange
, get-togethers once a month or more often as schedules permit. During this event
applications will be taken. handbooks given out and information exchanged for the
pairing up of friends. We are looking for family and student volunteers to participate.

•

Language Tables (4pm-5pm) - 21st
The purpose of this program is to explore other cultures through exposure to foreign
languages. Multiple languages are offered to allow for an exciting opportunity to
interact with people from around the world.

Cross-Cultural Awareness Series (3:30pm-5pm) - 29th
This series addresses the various themes and topics related to the cultural and
academic adaptation or adjustment of international students.

Have a great Thanksgiving holiday break!!!

•

•

For more information contact ISC at (407) 823-2337 or visit
www.intl.ucf.edu
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OPERATION: DENIM PROVES THAT FUNDRAISING IS IN THE JEANS
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• ne;Cigars
• Smoking A(.f!essories

• Untque'§~

•1n(ense
• Bo~y Jewelry
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Jenna Barnes, a junior communication major, left, and Caitlin Smith, a junior journalism major, right, browse through dozens of denim fashions at Kappa Alpha Theta's Operation:
Denim on Thursday. The event was designed to raise funds for Court Appointed Special Advocates, a national nonprofit organization that trains community volunteers to speak for the
interests of abused and neglected children in court.

Dry stadium divides students
FROM

Al .

rowdy fans," said freshman
business administration major
Sean Berg.
Officials agree and plan to
enforce the policy with strict
guidelines. While tailgating
will be allowed in certain areas
- to be determined at a future
date - the Florida Open Container Law, which states that it
is illegal to have open alcohol
containers outside the property of a bar, restaurant or private
residence, will be in effect.
"Most certainly there will be
tailgating, but there will be
guidelines," Harms said
While students won'~ be
able to drink in the new stadium, they will still have the
option of purchasing alcohol at
Wackadpo's Grub & Brew in
the Student Union.
"I don't like that it's going to
be a dry stadium," said freshman Emily Frazier. "There are
quite a few UCF fans and students who are of age. They
should be able to drink during
the football game if they so
choose. Besides, it will help the
school gain more money if they
provide alcohol."
After this year's homecoming events, which saw crowds

nearing 10,000 people, officials
plan to make traffic control a
top priority.
An outside consulting firm,
PBS&J, will help -ucF develop
a transportation management
system for the stadium.
"Basically we want to maximize capacity on existing roadways," said Gary Carlin of
PBS&J.
The firm plans to use cameras to monitor traffic and accidents, and also to utilize the
existing 5ll system, a communication network that provides
traffic information about major
highways. Alafaya Trail and
University Boulevard will be
added to the 5ll system.
Dynamic message signs will
also be used to display notifications about accidents, traffic
and routing information.
The total value of the
improvements is said to be $4.7
million, which may come from
the Florida .Trust Fund Within
a month, the trust fund will ·
·make its decision on whether
to support the project.
To bring people in from
State Road 408, both Challenger Parkway and Discovery
Drive wj.1.1 become one-way
streets before and after each
game.

Instead of opening up tern- . change.
porary sand or grass lots on
"It's such a hassle to get
campus, UCF's existing shuttle there and it's too far away from
service will be expanded dur- the school," Berg said. "Some
ing games; according to Park- students don't have vehicles to
ing Services director John get downtown, and the. ones
Clark
.
that do don't feel like dealing
"There will be no added with all of the traffic and parkparking, we will utilize what we ing concerns that come with a
have," Clark said
sporting event."
UCF is working With
Also up for debate is if the
Siemens Westinghouse and stadium will be used for purResearch Park to provide an poses other than football
additional 6,000-7,000 spaces games. After the crowds seen
to the existing 13,000 spots on at this year's homecoming
campus.
events, many wonder whether
For its part, UCF ·Athletics the stadium will be used for
brought in Gameday Manage- special events.
ment Group, a company that
"We're in the very prelimihas assisted with events like nary stages of planning - it all
the Super Bowl and the Indi- comes down to what we're
anapolis 500.
allowed to do,'' said SGA Ath"On game days, law enforce- letics and Traditions Coordinament will be supplemented tor Brandon Delanois. "It's a
with assistance from surround- collective effort; we're all geting agencies," said Maj. David ting together and analyzing
Zambri of the UCF Police what we need to do."
Department.
Another advantage for curSeminole County, Orange rent students is that, unlike
County and Florida Highway older school~ with more estabPatrol will assist with the sur- lished stadiums, this 'brandrounding roads outside of new stadium will give students
UCF's jurisdiction.
a chance to shape and establish.
For students who can't or their own traditions.
won't make the 17-mile trip to
"We're a major university
the Citrus Bowl, the on-cam- and we get to do this at the
pus stadium is a welcome young age of 40," Harms said

VUCF feeds the honieless today
FROM

Al

until Tuesday.
On Monday, students can
join the carpool at Millican Hall
at 6 p.m. to feed the homeless at
Lake Eola. Students can also
donate sweaters, jackets, blankets and sweat pants to the
VUCF cubicle in Student
Union Room 208.
"I really believe that if you
can get people to believe in
what you believe in, you can get
them motivated to help make a
difference in the world for the
better," Goyzueta said.
VUCF teamed up with Real
Rock 101.1, 2nd Harvest Food
Bank, the U.S. Army, Fair 'Irade
for a Greater Orlando Coalition
and many others.
Last year Goyzueta attended
the Hunger Banquet that VUCF
sponsored and he became
motivated to help those that are
less fortunate. Rock For Hunger
was his first time managing a
COURTESY VOLUNTEER UCF
large event and it made him feel Chris Goyzueta, a 24-year-old psychology maj~r and Volunteer UCF director of Hunger & Homelessness, thanks his·staff for an event well done.
as though he had finally found
his "true passion."
come out and help by donating, . The goal of the concert was added.
"Rock For Hunger is all and because it's a very mean- to raise $6,000 to donate to 2nd
"I plan on doing smaller
about people coming·together . ingful event," said Christaly Harvest Food Bank and Care events in downtO'wn throughin peace, enjoying great music Albarracin, a VUCF member.
International. At the end of the out the spring to start ·raising
and making a difference. Even if
Diego Q!.riroz, a member of night they raised a little over money for Rock For Hunger 2 ...
it's a little difference, it matters the band VISion Quest, said he's $1,000, but Goyzueta still con- Soon people will catch on and
to those it affects," Goyzueta been involved in charity pro- siders the event a success.
support Rock For Hunger
grams before.
"Everyone that experienced · because it's entertaining, has a
said
"I got involved with some it had an experience that they great message, and it's there to
The students who attended
the concert said they enjoyed charity programs in Brazil, so I won't forget," he said. This is make a difference locally and
the event not only because of had seen poverty and the dam- just the beginning. There will globally," he said
the music, but also because age it causes in families and be much more to come."
For more information on
people ... this generation can do
they cared about the cause. ·
Students can be sure to see Rock For Hunger or VUCF
"I heard about the event something different and can another Rock For Hunger bene- events, visit WWWNUcf.getfit concert ne ¥ear, Goyzueta involveducf.com.
through VUCF atl@ I wanted to make povertjr disappear."

* Over 35,.000 Adult Toys &Lingerie
* Bachelor and Bachelorette Gifts
* Show UCF ID and
get 20% off EVERYTHING!

www.Pren ierAdult.c
Mon. -Sat. 9om · 2om, Sun. 9om -1om

0:&®£3®
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5009 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
1112Miles South of 1-4

Learn Why 2007 Will Be The Absolute BEST Year-Real Estate
·Investors Have Seen In Over TWO DECADES!
You will Learn:
·The Art of Buying & Selling homes with consistent paydays over $35,000 per deal
·Commercial Investing
·Where the big money is in Real Estate today
·Do no money down Real Estate with none of your own money
·The 5 steps to success in YOUR Real Estate business
·How to make TONS of easy money in Pretty Houses
·Learn why this is the Best time to be a Real Estate Investor
·How to quickly capitalize on houses that need renovation
·Where to find the best deals in the shortest time and least effort
·The best prospect to buy houses from
• Hqw to find owners of vacant houses
·Where to get all the money yo.u'll need in a few days to buy deals that need capital
·Learn two ways to pick up a check ($10,000 or more) within 30 days of the seminar
·You never have to deal with tenants
·

This is an Exciting, Fun & Rewarding Full, Part-time or hobby
This WILL Be ALife Changing Experience!
This Real Estate Seminar is sponsored by Investors Resource Center
Join the people actually doing the deal everyday here in Central FL! (1" Meeting Free)
(Your Local Real Estate Club, meeting 3" Thursday 6-9 pm Winter Park Civic Center)

Saturday, November 25th, Registration 7:30 am, Seminar: 8 am - S pm
Price $39 Non-IRC Members, (IRC Members $29)
Location: Bahia Shrine Temple, 2300 Pembrook Dr, Maitland Center, Orlando 32810
To Register call Sunni at (407) 831-2498
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NCAA FOOTBALL WRAP-UP

Buckeyes
hold off ..
.Michigan, ..
•
nowm
title game
111

1'

Utl1
30

Wms by Irish and
USC set stage for
big game in LA

"
•

•

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Troy
Smith and Ohio State did it all,
overwhelming Michigan with
offense, winning the Big Ten title
and streaking into the national title
game.
The top-ranked Buckeyes put
their dazzling speed on display
Saturday with a barrage of big
plays - and they needed every
one to beat an inspired Michigan
team, 42-39.
The "Game of the Century," the
first No. 1 vs. No. 2 matchup in this storied rivalry, was played a day
after Michigan lost feisty former - •
coach Bo Schembechler, who died
Friday. The teams couldn't have
honored his memory with a better
game, although it wasn't the type
of football he and Woody Hayes
played when they battled for. a
decade.
The Wolverines and Buckeyes
may have another shot at each
other. Depending on how the BCS
standings fall, Michigan (11-1, 7-1
Big Ten) can still make it to the
title game in Arizona.
Two defenses that came in ·
allowing 20 points per game combined were unable to stop each
other's attack. It was the second
highest-scoring game in the 103game series, which dates to 1897;
the most points scored were 86 in
1902, the fourth meeting, which
Michigan won 86-0.
•
TJ:iis one was surely more
entertaining.
Smith played a near perfect first
half and finished 29-for-41 for 316
•
yards, a third straight magical performance against Michigan that
might have just locked up the
Reisman Trophy for the senior.
And while Smith and the Buckeyes twice jumped out to 14-point leads, the Wolverines wouldn't
stay down, led by Mike Hart's 142
yards and three touchdowns.

•

..

'

No. 1OLouisville 31, South Florida 8
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Brian
Brohm threw for 274 yards and two touchdowns to wide receiver
Harry Douglas as Louisville
rebounded from a loss to Rutgers.
Louisville (9-1, 4-1 Big East)
avenged a 31-point loss to the Bulls
(7-4, 3-3 Big East) last year behind
a stout defense that limited South
Florida to 286 yards and sacked
quarterback Matt Grothe six
thne's.
The win, coupled with Rutgers'
loss at Cincinnati, vaulted the Cardinals into a three-way tie atop the
Big East with the Scarlet Knights •
and No. 8 West Virginia.
All three teams are 4-1 in the
conference with two weeks to play.
Louisville takes on Pittsburgh next
Saturday.

•
• )

Cl

<)

No.4 USC 23, No.17 California 9
LOS ANGELES - Southern
California is headed back to
Pasadena at the very least. The
Trojans kept a loftier goal alive as
well.
John David Booty passed for
(')
238 yards and two fourth-quarter
touchdowns, the USC defense
shut down California in the second
half to clinch the Pac-10 champir)
onship and a berth in the Rose
Bowl
USC became the first team to
win five straight Pac-10 football ~ r
titles, and took another step
toward a possible berth in the
national championship game
tj
against No. 1 Ohio State, a 42-39 winner over No. 2 Michigan on
Saturday.
PLEASE SEE
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"Torres misses late field goal
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and then we miss· a field goal
We · had our opportunities
today. I thought defensively we
stepped up and made some
plays, and. offensively we sure
had our opportunities. But you
can't turn the ball over. Penalties and turnovers sure cost us
today."
Ricard's touchdown pass
helped Tulane (4-7, 2-5 Conference USA) build a 10-0 halftime
lead. It withstood a UCF comeback as Michael Torres made
three second-half field goals,
but missed his fourth attempt,
from 35 yards, with 3:08
remaining in the game.
"The only thing left to play
for is pride and they went out
there today and did that against
a team that won the Eastern
Division Championship last
year,'' Tulane head coach Chris
Scelfo said "We've won a lot of
games around here, 45-40.
Today I am really proud of our
defense. 10-to-9 is a great win."
The Knights' final opportunity failed when Tulane comerback Israel Route forced and
recovered a fumble by wide
receiver Mike Walker at the
Green Wave 35 and returned
the ball to the UCF 23 with 1:32
remaining.
"I thought he went to switch
it and left some air there and
the ball got hit and then fell
out," O'Leary said "[That was]
poor ball security and it's something we've ~en talking to him
about for three weeks. Football
is a team game and it's not one
guy that makes a difference
whether you win or lo~e."
Walker caught a pass for the
27th consecutive game, and his
eight. catches put him at 83
receptions for the season, the
fourth highest total in school
history. In addition, his 63 yards
receiving broke the 1,000-yard
mark for the season, making
him the 11th Knight to reach
that mark.
After consecutive games of
playing just one quarterback,
UCF went back to the two
quarterback system. Senior
Steven Moffett started for the
second consecutive game and .
was 6-for-15 passing for 57
yards. Junior Kyle Isz:ael played
one series in the first half and .

Second-half slams
.d rive UCF to win
nell. .
It worked twice in the second half, both on situations.
half, throwing down three where O'Donnell was sta- •
• huge dunks that fired up the tioned on the left wing in front crowd and changed the pace of of the Knight bench and found
the game for the frontcourt, a streaking Taylor off the right
which once again was without wing comer. The second one
center Adam Gill and received gave UCF a 58-49 lead, all but
limited minutes from center sealing the win after the Hatters had taken a 36-35 lead early
Stailley Billings.
Kenrick Zondervan got the in the second half.
"We've been running Stetbulk of the work in the middle,
and Payne understands that it son's defense and we've been
is a little different after playing watching film on them, so we
noticed that the
most of last seabackdoor
is
son with Gill and
always open,''
the now'-departTaylor said "So ,
ed
Anthony
we came in ·on..... ·
Wtlliams.
Friday
and'.
"It is different
worked on the
because
they
. lob to get it
have different
right and make ·
playing styles,''
sure everything
Payne said. ''You
was good:'
have to know
Things were
how
they're
good until 1:14 ;
going to score,
remained and
what
shots
the Knights had
they're going to
a 64-54 lead.
take, so it's a difThat's when
ferent
experience that I'm get- JERMAINETAYLOR O'Donnell
ting used to."
ON HIS TWO ALLEY-OOPS SATURDAY crumpled
to
the
ground
After going lafter a foul near
for~7 in the first
the sideline at
half, Payne went
4-for-6 in the second half, with midcourt.
The severity of the injury to
back-to-back dunks, the first
being a left-hand tomahawk in his right knee is unknown, but
the face of Stetson's Collins he was walking after the game
Okafor, giving the Knights a 53- with ice pa~ks wrapped
43 lead. Payne finished with 13 around it. His availability for
against
points, eight rebounds and two Tuesday's game
Bethune-Cookman is in "'
blocks in 25 minutes.
"The coaches said I'm not unknown. O'Donnell finished
playing like the way I used to the night with team-highs in
play, whether it was in practice assists (8) and turnovers (6). ·
or even in the exhibition He also tied team-highs in
game,'' Payne said. "I was defensive rebounds (5) and '
struggling, shots weren't going steals (2).
The Knights improved to 2for me, so I had to get myself
together and things would 0 with the win, and will host
come; I knew I could hit the home games against BethuneCookman and Florida Tech '
next shot."
One thing the Hatters · this week. The tipoff for Tuescouldn't get used too was the day's game is 7:30 p.m. and the ~
backdoor alley-oop play Florida Tech contest will start
between Taylor and O'Don- at 7:30 p.m. on Friday.
FROM

BILL HABER I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Sophomore wide receiver Rocky Ross gets knocked out of bounds by Tulane's David Sk~han in the sec?nd h~lf of ~Cf's loss Saturday. Ross
finished the game with nine receptions for 124 yards,with a long of 35 yards, all of wh1Ch lead the Knights mtheir final road game of the year.

the entire second half, finishing
16-for-20 passing for 173 yards.
After a scoreless first quar- ·
ter, Tulane took a 10-0 halftime
lead on Ross Thevenot's 29yard field goal and Ricard's 9yard touchdown pass to Davis
with 34 seconds left in the second quarter.
UCF was the first Green
Wave opponent to be held
scoreless in the first half in 20
games.
Torres kicked field goals of
21 and 35 yards to cut the
Tuiane lead to 10-6 with 14:05
remaining in the game. UCF
threatened again midway
through the fourth, but stalled
at Tulane's 14. Torres' 31-yard
field goal made it 10-9 with 6:42
left.
The Knights got an opportunity to take the lead when
Tulane punter Chris Beckman·
dropped a snap and Blake
Carter tackled him at Tulane's
18 before he could punt. But
UCF gained just six yards on
three plays and Torres was
wide right on a 35-yard fieldgoal attempt with 3:08 remain-

ing.
UCF then forced a Tulane
pupt and started at the. Green
Wave 47, but three plays later
Route took the ball away.
With obvious struggles
offensively, the Knights were
unable to put six points on the
board in both the rushing and
passing categories.
Much of this can be attributed to the result of a seasonending injury to ·running back
Kevin Smith. Smith, who had
been averaging 103.8 yards per
game, was replaced by backup
Phillip Smith who added just 41
yards to the rushing game.
Both teams, however, struggled offensively as Ricard's
early touchdown pass proved
to be the only one of the game
and the only one the Green
Wave would need to hold off
the Knights.
The Green Wave's Ray
Boudreaux was held to just 39
yards rushing, with the Green
Wave totaling just 28 net yards
on the game. ·
In the.air, Tulane edged UCF
in passing yards with 267, while

the Knights totaled 230 yards.
Despite decent numbers on the
passing end, neither team could
convert those yards into touchdowns.
l,JCF's Rocky Ross led the
Knights in receiving yards with
124. Going into Saturday's
game, Ross was averaging just
43.8 yards per game.
The Knights' Mike Walker,
who usually averages 95 yards
per game, ended Saturday's
contest with just 63 yards.
Tulane's Jeremy Williams
led the Green Wave with 106
total yards.
"The struggle was the offensive line. I don't think they ever
blocked the second level and I
think those guys were involved
in a lot of tackles that they
shouldn't be involved in. We
had trouble hitting some moving t~ets,'' O'Leary said
Despite struggles ·offensively, .the Knights, however, are
continuing to improve on their
red zone opportunities, going 35 within 20 yards.

A9
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"We came in on
Friday and
worked on the
lob to get it
right and.make
sure .everything
was good."

PLEASE 5E(0fFENSE ON A10

··Defense steps up, offense steps down in loss
;

FROM

AS

der the load But, the duo came
. up small, combining their 27
J carries for just 58 yards.
But as is usually the case
when a running team struggles
li to establish their type of game,
the backs are not solely to
blaiile.
. "I think the struggle was the
41
offensive line,'' UCF head coach
George O'Leary said. "I don't
think they ever blocked the
[linebackers] and I think those
• guys.were involved in a lot of
tackles that they shouldn't have
been involved in."
t
Tulane's defense had given
up an average of 153 yards on
the ground coming into this
game, but they limited the
. Knights to 74 on Saturday. It
was the team's worst rushing
performance since the debacle
against Florida in September.

center for three more stagnant
drives. Israel was then brought
back into the game and played
They do not have a quarterback
That may sound harsh, but it the entire second half.
While Israel completed 15is basically true. Last week at
. Memphis, Steven Moffett was . of-19 passes to end the game, all
brilliant. He made quick deci- this switching of quarterbackS
sions, was accurate, did not take has to have an adverse effect on
sacks and threw for over 300 the offense. Israel and Moffett
are not the same type of player
yards in a UCF victory.
Statistically, the Green and interchanging them in and
come."

GOLDEN KNIGHTS
Position:
Comerback
Key Play:
Had one of two
interceptions for
UCF on Saturday.

• They could not produce when it
mattered most

When does it matter most?
· For UCF: inside the·red zone
This is becoming a broken
record for the Knights. Every
., week, they say they are trying
to get better in this area And
almost every game, they continue to fail inside the 20.
On UCF's five trips to the
red zone on Saturday, they hit
three field goals, turned the ball
,, over on downs once and
missed another field goal
attempt (with 3:08 left to play).
All in all, the Knights still could
not find what they are looking
for: touchdowns.
UCF has scored 17 touchdowns on 46 red zone drives
• this year, one of the worst percentages in the country. They
have jtlst one red zone touch\1 down in their last two games.
"We can't have Mike [Torres] kicking four field goals a
game in back-to-back games,''
UCF quarterback Kyle Israel
. said ''That goes from the offensive line all the way to me.
When we get down there, we
• have got to put it in. Until we do
~t, thls is going to,J:>e the out-

GREEN WAVE

Key Play:
Caught the game's
lone touchdown
pass in the second
...----"'"""'-";,::____-- quarter.

Position:
Comerback
vs Tulane:
Led the Knights in
tackles with eight
and added an inter~---~ ception.
Wave's defense is worse than
the Tigers', so another big day
should have been in the cards
for Moffett. Being benched for a
couple of games seems to have
motivated the senior to become
a better player. At least, that's
what I thought.
But something happened to
Moffett on his way to the
Superdome. His accuracy disappeared. The same quarterback who was 19-for-28 last
week was just 6-for-15 through
the air Saturday.
Moffett started the contest
decently, completing four of his
first seven passes. But, after the
second drive of the game,
O'Leary began his edition of
quarterback musical chairs.
Israel replaced Moffett as
the Knights started their third
possession. After a three-andout, Moffett ias back behind

Key.Play:
Forced and recov. ered Mike Walker's
fourth-quarter furn-

Honorable mention
Earlier in the year, remember when people were calling
for the head of UCF defensive
coordinator Lance Thompson?
The unit could not tackle,
cover receivers or rush the
quarterback. All those deficiencies led to the defense allowing
124 points over a three-week
span in October.
Granted, the Knights are still
nowhere near perfect in those
areas, the defense has given up
just 35 points in their last three
games.
.
Memphis and Tulane are
two of the weakest opponents
that UCF has faced this year,
but considering that this is the
same defense that gave up 40
points in a home game to Rice,
it is a notable improvement.
Next week, the defense will
try to keep up this recent success when they face the UAB
Blazers, who went into Saturday's action with the only scoring offense in Conference USA
that was actually worse than
the Knights'.
JAMES·ANDRES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

What does it all mean?

It means that the nightmare
is
almost
over! It may not be O----=~---- ble.
il, but it has been pretty rough
for everyone involved.
out of the game interferes with
If for no other re~on, I am
the rhythm that the offense is sure many fans are looking fortrying to·establish.
ward to next week's season
Also, neither one of them finale against UAB because it
have been consistently impres- means that they can finally put
sive. In the last six weeks, Mof- this season behind them.
fett has started three games,
But next week also means it
and Israel has started three will be Senior Day at the Citrus
games. You would think that Bowl. This team only has 17
one would take advantage of an seniors, but these men played
opportunity, but neither of during .what is arguably the
them has done so for more than most historic time in UCF footone game at a time.
ball.
It is obviously too late to salThey fought through the
vage anything this year, and this 2004 winless season and were
situation may be cleared up in some of the main contributors
2007 when Moffett is no longer to the magical ride of 2005.
on the team, but for the sake of
This UCF team is very
rhythm and continuity of the 'Young and has some bright
other offensive players, this. prospects for the future, but on
team needs to stick with one Saturday, 17 Knights will play
quarterback. Remember this their last game in the black and
adage: If you ·can't decide gold. Maybe these guys, like
between two quarterbacks, you Walker, can go out on one last
really don't have ne.
high note.

~~-....i..-----

Stetson head coach Derek Waugh argues with a referee.during the second half of his team's
73-60 loss to UCF on Saturday.
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20-20 effort leads Magic
was as close as the Bobcats
would come.
Howard, who had ll points
and 12 rebounds in the third
quarter, scored on a threepoint play to start·a tun of six
straight Magic points that
pushed their advantage to 6653.
Charlotte never cut the
deficit under 10 for the remainder of the game. Orlando built a
21-point lead before coasting
the last five minutes of the
game.

Magic now 7-3
.after Howard
dominates
Bobcats again

AMY SANCffiA I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ohio State running back Antonio Pittman runs away from Michigan defenders on his way to a 56-yard third quarter touchdown during the No.
1 Buckeyes' 42-39 win over No. 2 Michigan on Saturday in Columbus. The 81 total points were the second most in the history of the rivalry.

Teel's turnovers end Rutgers'
hopes for BCS championship
FROM

A8

pionship picture.

No. 6 Notre Dame 41, Army 9
The Trojans (9-1, 7-1 Pac-10)
need to beat No. 6 Notre Dame
and crosstown rival UCLA to
have a shot at playing in their
third straight national title
game, although Michigan's performance against Ohio State
might have been enough to get
the Wolverines in. Those teams
have completed their seasons.
No. 17 Cal (8-3, 6-2 Pac-10)
was shooting for its first Rose
Bowl berth in 48 years.

No. 5 Arkansas 18, Mississippi
State 14
STARKVILLE, Miss. - Darren McFadden ran back a kickoff 92 yards for a touchdown
and Chris Houston scored on
an 87-yard interception return
as Arkansas won the SEC Western Division title and will play
Florida in the league championship game on Dec. 2.
The Bulldogs shut down
McFadden and the high-powered Razorbacks offense at
every turn, but defense and
special teams carried Arkansas
(10-1, 7-0 SEC).
Mississippi State (3-8, 1-6
SEC) allowed McFadden to
rush for 84 yards, but most of
the yardage came on the team's
final drive.
Casey Dick threw two
touchdown passes to go with
the long returns as Arkansas
won its 10th straight game and
remainedjn the national cham-

SOUTH BEND, Ind.
Brady Quinn threw for three
touchdowns and Darius Walker ran for 162 yards and two
scores to keep Notre Dame in
national title contention.
Despite
being
heavy
favorites, the Irish (10-1) came
out wearing green uniforms for
motivation. The rare appearance of the jerseys didn't do
much at first as Notre Dame
came out flat and trailed 3-0
late in the first quarter.
The Irish close out the regular season next week at No. 4
Southern California. A win
could put Notre Dame in position to earn a spot in the
national title game. The victory
ended a four-game losing
streak for the green jerseys.
Notre Dame's last victory
wearing green was 1985, when
they came out in the first half
wearing blue against USC and
at halftime switched to green in
a 37-3 victory.

Gncinnati 30, No. 7 Rutgers 11
CINCINNATI :___ Reserve
quarterback Nick Davila made
his first career start and led
Cincinnati to its biggest upset
in school history, ending the
Scarlet Knights' perfect season
and national title aspirations.
Davila scored on a 1-yard
run and threw an 83-yard
touchdown pass as the
Bearcats (6-5, 3-3 Big East) had

their way against one of college
football's best defenses and one
of its most improbable success
stories.
The Scarlet Knights (9-1, 4-1)
came into the day as one of
only four unbeaten teams left
in Division 1-A. Playing as a
Top-10 team for the first time in
their 137-year history, the Scarlet Knights looked like they had
stage fright.
Now, only No. 1 Ohio State
and No.13 Boise State have perfect marks.

No. 9 LSU 23, Mississippi 20, OT
. BATON ROUGE, La. - Colt
David kicked a 26-yard field
goal in overtime to lift No. 9
LSU over Ole Miss.
JaMarcus
Russell
and
Dwayne Bowe hooked up on a
fourth down touchdown pass
in the final seconds of regulation to send the game into overtime.
LSU (9-2, 5-2 SEC) could
have won in regulation after
Bowe's touchdown, but Mississippi blocked the extra point.
Mississippi (3-8, 1-6 SEC)
opened overtime on offense,
but LSU's Daniel Francis forced
Ole Miss quarterback Brent
Schaeffer to fumble and Tyson
Jackson recovered for the
Tigers.
·
It was a crushing loss for the
Rebels, who were 27-point
underdogs and were in position
to pull out a shocking victory.

ORLANDO
Dwight
Howard posted his second 2020 game this season with 24
points and 21 rebounds, and the
Orlando Magic ran away from
the Charlotte Bobcats 97-83
Saturday night at the TD
Waterhouse Centre.
Darko Milicic had 14 points
and eight rebounds and Grant
Hill added 15 points as Orlando
won its fourth straight game.
Charlotte's Emeka Okafor,
taken one spot behind Howard
with the second overall pick in
the 2004 NBA draft, hit 13 of 15
shqts from the field for 26
points and grabbed nine
rebounds, but received very little support. Sean May had 12
points for the Bobcats and
rookie Adam Morrison 10, but
Morrison was held scoreless in
the second hal£ ·
Howard and the Magic controlled the game almost from
the outset. Orlando led by 10
nine minutes into the game
when Hill finished a fast break
off a pass from Jameer Nelson
to make it 20-10. That was a
sign qfthings to come as Orlan-

( ,.

Game Notes
PHELAN M. EBENHACK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Orlando's Grant Hill puts up a shot over
Gerald Wallace in the Magic's win Saturday.

do scored 14 points off the
break and another 15 on second-chance opportunities in
taking a 57-43 halftime advantage.
Charlotte got much of its
offense from Okafor and Morrison in the first two periods.
They hit 12 ofl6 shots between
them for 24 of the Bobcats' 43
points.
Okafor added 12 more
points in the third quarter, but
had even less help as Morrison
went O-for-7 from the field in
the second half. A 15-foot
jumper by Okafor got Charlotte within 60-53 with 7-37 left
in the third quarter, but that

- Charlotte point guard
Brevin Knight didn't p lay
because of a knee injury. He's
listed as day-to-day.
- Howard has led the Magic
in rebounding in every game
this season.
- Two of Howard's four
career 20-20 games (scoringrebounding) have come against
Charlotte.
- Okafor, the leading shotblocker in the NBA this season,
didn't block a shot against the
Magic.
- Orlando was the first team
to outshoot Charlotte from the
field this season.
- Bobcats center Primoz
.Brezee played for the first time
this season after sitting out the
previous eight games with
exhaustion.

...
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Offense stagnant again in red zone
FROM
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What O'Leary talked about
last week at the pre-game press
conference, however, was
being able to turn those red
- zone opportunities into touchdowns, not just field goals.
"I thought we did a lot of
better things in the second hal£
When we get down in the red
zone five times, we really need
to come away with points ...
more than fielti goals," UCF

quarterback Kyle Israel said.
"We can't have Mike [Torres] kicking four field goals a
game. When we get down
there, we have to put it in. Until
then, this is going to be the outcome."
·
Defensively, both teams
played an evenly matched
game. UCF recorded four
sacks resulting 24 total yards
lost for the Green Wave.
Defensive back Jason Venson had a strong game for the ·
Knights , walking away with

eight tackles and one interception.
Tulane's Jeremy Foreman
recorded nine tackles on the
day for the Green Wave.
The Knights fall to 3-8 on
the season, 2-5 in C-USA
They will wrap up their season with Senior Day on Saturday against UAB at .the Citrus
Bowl. Kickoff is set for noon
and Comcast Sports South will
televise.
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KNIGHTS BEAT ALBANY, LOSE TO FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON
-~..,,,---,

<>
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..
Players from UCF and Fairleigh Dickinson
scramble for the ball during the Knigh~
77-64 loss Friday in the opener of the
UCF Golden Knights Tournament. The
Knights were able to beat Albany the
next da}' in the consolation game, 59-51.

The Knights pulled in
41 total reboundsin the
win over Albany on
Saturday.It wasthe
Golden Knights first win
of the season.

27

The Knights had 27
personal foulsin the
loss to Fairleigh
Dickinson on Friday. It
was the third straight
loss for the Knights
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OUR STANCE

Return to 'Merry'
greetings pointless
W

•
•
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al-~art has done it

agam.
This year the
world's largest retailer has
decid~d to greet customers
with "Merry Christmas" and
have Christmas carols playing
in the background while you
shop, ending a one-year stint of
being politically correct.
A number of groups boycotted Wal-Mart last year when
it switched from Merry Christmas to Happy Holidays, a
generic term designed to
encompass all religions. .
This holiday-greeting fight is
ridiculous.
Retail outlets sell products to
consumers. Those consumers
come in every flavor and religion under the sun. Stores
shouldn't feel obligated to pander to any religious group or
organization. Stores only seek
to make money.
Target will be asking its customers to have a Merry Christmas the entire holiday season.
Last year it was Happy Holidays or Season's Greetings all
the way up to Christmas, when
Target switched to Merry
Christmas.
Food Lion has taken another
approach. It has decided to
switch it up all season.
When it's Christmas time, it
will say Merry Christmas.
When Hanukkah rolls around,
it will wish customers a Happy
Hanukkah.
Still, other retail outlets have
decided to stick with Happy
Holidays.
This argument has even

'

managed to spill over into politics.
Local governments have
been debating for years what to
call that big evergreen tree in
the middle of town with pointy
needles, wrapped in festive
lights, garland and tinsel.
Some people might want to
call it a Christmas tree. Others
want to call it a holiday tree.
Why is this even an issue?
When did being poli,tically correct become so trendy?
At some point a line has .to
be drawn. It is literally impossible to satisfy every religion~s
holiday preference.
If you pander to one group,
six more will stand in line and
shout and scream that you're
ignoring their beliefs.
At the same time, this concept of being politically correct
has gotten out of hand. Groups
feel compelled to not step on
anyone's toes or beliefs to the
point where there are actual
debates about what to call a
Christmas tree.
No wait, a holiday tree. Or is
, it a Christmas tree now?
We give up. /
For the most part, we are
talking about retailers. They
were worried about offending
groups of people who don't celebrate Christmas so they
switched to something more
innocuous.
"Happy Holidays" was safe.
It was generic and bland. And it
applied to everyone that may
want to spend some cash this
season.
It was potentially perfect.

Now retailers have to scramble to decide which religious
group they don't want to offend
around the holidays.
It is, by far, time to let it go.
In the U.S., we separate
church and state. Perhaps there
needs to be a separation of
church and retail.
When people enter a store,
they don't need to be reminded
of their religious preferences.
They do need to be reminded
of what's on sale, where the
wrapping paper is kept and
where they can find a Nintendo
Wii. The bottom line is that the
holiday season hasn't been
about religion in years.
Santa Claus replaced Jesus
Christ as the figurehead of
Christmas years ago. The holiday is no longer about sactifices; it's about profits.
That's the reality of the situation. And it's a sad fact.
If you thfuk retailers care
about your beliefs, you're
wrong. They care about the
money in your wallet and simply want to offend the least
amount of customers and have
the least amount of organizations boycott their store.
When you walk into WalMart to buy a gift this year, the
best option would be to leave
your faith at the door. It's time
to draw the line between religion and shopping. The two
really don't need to mix, and
there shouldn't be a controversy around it.
Let it go. Happy holidays
was fine. Merry Christmas was
fine before that.

PS3 hysteria
•
quickly fade
T

)

he PlayStation 3 made its
highly anticipated debut
.
this week to much fanfare and even more violence.
In an effort to bump up sales
and create a bigger buzz around
the next-generation game console, Sony made just 400,000
PS3s available to the American
public this week.
That left a couple million
people without the hottest gift
and gaming console of the season.
We've all seen the panicked
riots that result from the short. age of a new toy.
We all know how parents
trampled over other parents
way back in the '80s to get their
hands on a Cabbage Patch doll.
And while we were too old to
want one, the Tickle Me Elmo
created a similar commotion in
the '90s.
.
But the PS3 isn't a cute, cuddly stuffed toy that will make
parents feel guilty if they don't
buy one for their 3-year-old.
· It's a powerful $600 computer that is creating outrageous
hysteria across the country and
close to home.
Three UCF students were
robbed of their PS3 on Friday
after a 50-hour wait outside in
the rain and cold
The triplet brothers waited
at the Wal-Mart on East Colo-

nial Drive to be one of the first
to own the coveted gaming system. When they got to their
apartment at Northgate Lakes,
three men robbed the brothers
- taking only their PS3.
And when the consoles are·
already selling on eBay for over
$1,200, tWice their initial value,
why not just take the PS3 and
make a profit?
But while the brothers were
unharmed and will be forced to
play their Xbox 360 until they
can get apother PS3, similar situations in other states have
ended much more violently.
In Massachusetts, a man is in
stable condition after he was
shot outside a Wal-Mart before
the PS3 even went on sale.
The man was shot Friday
after he refused to give two
men the money he was going to
use to buy the gaming system..
These shooters weren't after
the console; they were after the
money that many are willing to
cough up for the PS3.
The shortage was successful
in creating a buzz over the PS3,
but it will also lead to a back·
lash.
Sony should realize that
while it may have the most
powerful system on the market,
consumers will soon get fed up
with waiting and worry about
the dangers of owning one.

Video games may have surpassed baseball as America's
favorite pastime, but time will
show that the PS3 'is no Babe
Ruth.
The hysteria surrounding
Sony's flagship product will
soon wear off, b ecause no matter how hyped a system may be,
its success still relies on its popularity with hard-coi:e gamers
and casual gamers alike.
And while the PS3 may have
a built-in fan base in PlayStation
2 lovers, casual gamers might
find the PS3's hefty price tag
too much of an investment.
And no casual gamers would
ever risk their lives just for the
privilege of owning a PS3.
The third generation
PlayStation had the potential to
change the way we play and
think about video games.
But instead of reinventing
the industry, Sony and its PS3
will just encourage consumers
to buy the already established
Xbox 360 or the highly affordable, and available, $250 Nintendo Wii
Shame on Sony for building
up this frivolous hype. If only
they're beloved product could
live up to it.
The much-talked-about PS3
might have the most power, but
we're looking forward to a KO
from the underdogs.

Launch weekend
shows society's ills
The video game-induced
Next up are the people who
b ought a system, only to sell it
craziness of this past weekend
has been fun to watch, but it's
on eBay for thousands. Instead of
been a pretty disappointing sign·
letting video game fans buy the
of where our society is heading.
system for somewhat reasonable
prices, these people saw the new
When a collection of wires,
computer chips and circuit
systems as a way to make a quick
boards are responsible for
buck.
shootings and robberies, someSony deserves some of the
thing isn't right.
TROY HILLIER
blame for the way they handled
Editor in Chief
the launch of the PlayStation 3,
But I'm getting ahead of
myself Lets start with the peobut it's sad that the first thought
ple who camped out to get the systems and
that comes to mind for millions across the
then actually kept them.
country is how they can profit from a bad
situation.
I understand the excitement of a system
Yes, I understand the idea of supply and
launch, but was it really worth it to live on a
sidewalk for several days just to get a video
demand, but I'd like to thank all you hawkers
game console? Was it worth putting your life for taking much of the fun out of the event.
on hold?
Oh, and the first person to call me a comRegardless of the fact that those quesmunist gets a Leonid Brezhnev action figtions were rhetorical, I'm sure that some of
ure.
Finally, I'd like to give a message to the
you are saying, "Yes, it was worth it."
And therein lies the problem.
few individuals who robbed stores and the
Whether we lose ourselves in video
happy new owners of systems.
games, MySpace or any other digital distracYou have to be a pretty despicable person
to rob someone in the first place, but to prey
tion, we as a society seem to have lost interest in face-to-face interaction.
upon those happy and fortunate people is
just terrible.
It seems like fewer and fewer kids are
Does money mean that much to you?
playing sports, and I swear I've never seen a
Well, I hope that a couple thousand dolchubbier generation than the kids around
these days.
lars make you feel better about being an
You have to know that there is a problem awful person.
.
when the only exercise that you get is from
Now I'm just waiting for Joe Lieberman
, playing Dance Dance Revolution.
and his coh orts to blame everything on
The excitement over the Nintendo Wii
Grand Theft A uto, another example of how
controller is kind of funny. The motion sens- video games have corrupted our society.
ing remote lets players actually feel like
There's nothing inherently wrong about
they're doing things like throwing a football
video games, but I think we need a reality
or shooting a bow.
check.
Well guess what, kids? With a few bucks
Those precious save files and high scores
and a backyard, you can do it for real.
are nothing but ones and zeros; they don't
So, to you lucky few who got systems,
exist in reality.
congratulations, but don't forget to get out
Games can be fun escapism, but real life
has better graphics than even the PS3.
o~ the house every once in a while.
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'Should smoking be allowed
near buildings on campus?'
- COMPILED BY AMANDA MOORE

Advertising/public relations

Hospitality management

"No, but I'm biased because I'm a nonsmoker."

"Yes - I don't think it does any harm
to the building."

Modern language

"Idon't like it, but so long as they
aren't smoking inside."
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Civil engineering

"Yeah. If people want to smoke cigarettes, let them smoke cigarettes."

LINDA BENTON

KRISTIN HENRY

Digital media

Management

"Smoke makes me sick an~ giyes me
headaches."
9

"Outside is fine, Idon't care."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556 ·
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
· 100
.125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities
For Rent Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

325
3'50
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

(

(
(

B
B
B
A
A

B

RATES

Rate
For Sale: Automotive B
For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets ·
A
Services
B
Announcements
A
Traver
B
Worship
B
Miscellaneous
B
Wanted
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Rate A

RateB

Rate(

$6
s4

s9

SIS
s12

$6

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement availabJe for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

...

HELP WANTED:
[~
~General
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring prep cooks, servers, and
dishwashers. Call Alex at 407-733-8294
or visit www.massimotrattoria.com
Need Server's Exp. req'd. Apply within
Gciodfella's Publix Plaza Alafaya & 50.
Reliable delivery drivers needed also.
Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a ·miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Part-time/Full-time. Flexible schedules.
Candidates must be at least 18 years old,
have reliable transportation, a >rdlid driver's
license and insurance. Earning potential up
to $9-$15/hr (includes mileage reimbursement. PLUS earn CASH nightly in tips).

INSIDERS
Part-time/Full-time. Flexible schedules. As
part of Papa john's team you will enjoy
excellent benefits. weekly paychecks,
40 I (k) and more!
·
Join our team.today by applying
in person at:
4000 Golden Knights Blvd, Suite G,
IOam-Spm, Mon-Fri

OR
Papa john's I 1775 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando Fl.

* Management Opportunities are
also available.

Please apply on-line at:

www.papajohns.com/careers

Nanny needed 35 hrs/week for a 6
month old. $11 per hour in my Oviedo
home. references req'd. Start Jan 1st.
Contact Liz at 407-359-6411

Artist - Unique Opportunity!
With lnt'I co. Travel opportunities.
$7-$8/hr + Benefits! FT or PT, Full-face
theatrical face painting in Orlando
theme parks. We train.
Call: 407-240-6380.

Bagel King Cafe Shift Manager
Great customer service skills and food
exp req. Will train. $7.50+/hr. Call
Donna 407-509-7154
UCF' Gold Pages, the source for free
classifieds, job and tutor searches.
Visit www.ucfgoldpages.com. Brought to
you by Student Government Association .
Marketing Director/Sales Rep.
Design a marketing campaign and solicit
clients. Part-time plus commission, set
your own hours. Send resume to
questions@daustappraisal.com

Distribution Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Morning route 10:30am - 12:30pm
Thursday: route 9:00am - 12:00pm
Personal vehicle required, truck or SUV
preferred. Base pay + mileage.
Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail resume to:
miiam@knightnewspapers.com
Web Developer FfT, PfT
Permanent position(s) to design webbased content management systems.
Work exp. good but not necessary, will
provide training. Portfolio recommended.
REQ'D PHP, SOL, JAVASCRIPT, and
XHTML. PfT wage $17.50/hr FfT base
salary $37K and highly competitive
benefits, both compensatory on work
exp. Casual work envir.
Fax resume w/ phone# (407)-657-1121.
Seeking outgoing creative individuals to
fill ai'r brush tattoo and caricature
positions at Universal. Any level of
experience welcome. Flexible scheduling.
Contact Tony at 407-925-7989
Small stable in Geneva needs help
with stalls, and grooming. 8AM12PM Mon-Fri. $10 plhr. Possibility
of full time position and apartment.
Non-smokers only. 407-349-3878.
Front desk assistant for property
management company in the Lake
Buena Vista area. PfT & FfT, flex. w/
school sched., great pay .and benefits,
must be able to work weekends. Must be
N/S, bright and good w/ people.
Education a plus. Drug-free workplace,
background check performed. Fax
resume w/ desired pay w/ attn to:
Christina 407-938-9058.
PfT Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
VeVKennel Exp. a plus!
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net...
e-mail resume: dogday@bellsouth.net
Caregivers needed for childcare referral
service. No set schedule, work only the
hours you have available $1 O/hr
Call 407-282-2663.

Join Our Team Of Professionals!
Our staff is talented. goal-oriented, ·diverse and committed to providing
high quality engineering support for transportation infrastructure design
and maintenance through our eight divisions.

Development Engineering
• Fiscal & Administration
Roads & Drainage
• Traffic Engineering

• Public VVorks Engineering
• Highway Construction
Sto.nnwater Managem·ent
• Transportaiion Planning

Comprehensive benefits package including medical, dental and retirement.
Techn!ea!, profess;onal and safety traioing and certifications to al! employees.

Educational reimbursement program to all employees.
Uniforms and boots for specific designated posilions.

Outdoor Marketing Crew Needed.
Work flexible hours, close to home.
Great hourly pay + bonuses. For
more Info. Call 410-422-2001
PfT and FfT Retail Sales Associates
needed for Designer Sunglass stores
at Orlando Intl Airport. Competitive pay
& bonuses. Days, evenings, and
weekends a must. (407) 825-2595
Barn Help Wanted
Responsible and Reliable
Some experience w/ horses
Good Pay. Call 407-489-7657
Earn $800-$3200 a month to drive brand
new cars with ads placed on them.
www.DriveAdCars.com

Volunteer-International Conversation
Hour, Wed. & Thurs. 1-2pm, 2-3pm
Center for Multilingual Studies
407-823-5515, cmms@mail.ucf.edu
Person needed to care for 4yr old at my
home 8-15 hours/week. Must be
. available on Mondays. Prior childcare
experience, references and reliable
transportation are required. Please send
resume to kwcostello@att.net.

412.5 bed/bath 2100 sq.tt home
located off Lk UnderhilVDean Rd.Hardwood floors,fireplace,lg
backyard $1650/mo pet friendly call
Patrick 407 595-3201

Motivated person needed
for Construction/ Yard work In UCF
area. Exp pref. but will train. $8/hr
starting. Extremely flexible hrs. Call
Mark (407) 977- 3158 or email
cptt91 @yahoo.com

~eautiful New stone front 4/2, pond in
back, huge covered back patio, corian
counters, brick driveway $1575/mo
Jennifer 407-489-8303

F Nanny wanted 111 Wmdermere area.
Child care for preteen boys and 5 YR
old. Every other weekend. Send resume
to 813-752-9875.
Kitchen/Office Helper. Excellent
_ marketing, communication skills. Flex. MSat. $8/hr. Please call 407-339-2433.
Marketing Rep: Immediate position
available for enthusiastic, outgoing,
motivated individual for lead
generation. Must be available
weekends! $8-10/hr plus BONUS! Call
now 1-888-715-3492.

Downtown law firm seeking file clerl<. MF. Please fax resumes to 407-841-9726
Attn: Julio Martinez
FfT Assistant Property Manager needed
for The Gatherings Apartments.
Experience a must. Fax resume
(407) 998-3787
Environmental chemistry lab in Orlando
seeking a full-time entry-level person to
do GC/HPLC analysis. Recent graduate
or someone near graduation with a
science major. Small company, very
good pay, health insurance. Fax
resumes to 407-382-7195.
Sales Position
M-F Start $30-$50K, benefits, ins., IRA,
car allowance, apply in person Boxes
Etc., Inc. 7600 Kingspointe Pkwy #101
Orlando, FL 32819. 407-355-0907.

UCF Area/Ashington Park
Newer 3/2 1900 sf, vaulted ceilings,skylights,large private yard.screened
patio,app. included
$1350/mo. 407-366-1931

OUTSIDE SALES
POSITION ,., ",

BRAND NEW town home close to
UCF. 3/2.5, 1 car garage, gated
community, pool, ceramic tiling, on
pond. $1200/mon. $950 dep. Call
Prodigy Property Mgmt
( 407) 718-7501

Gold Medal Products Co .~ the world's
leading manufacturer of Furi Food
equipment.has an opening in Orlando.
This person will work w/an existing
acct base to expand their
fun food profits and develop new accts.
Gre.at opportunity,
excellent'benefits pkg.
(med/denV40lkw/matchl &
vehicle provided.

Classy Homes/Vacation Homes of all
sizes/ Built in 2005-06
Near UCF: Orlando, Oviedo, Winter
Springs, Maitland, Kissimmee, &
Davenport. Rent entire home from
$1500 and up or share from $395 and
up, master $595 and up. Share the
most luxurious homes w/ others on a
joint lease. We match you perfectly w/
other professionals & pay referrals.
Call 407-716·0848, 407-334-6658
Nancepropertyinvestments.com

4

w
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ff you are a goal driven
"hands on" outside sales person & want
to be part of an aggressive, motivated
team working in a fast paced
environment. Send your resume to:

Jenifer Lehman
10700 Medallion Drive
Cincinnati, Ohio45241
Fax 513-769-2917
jlehman@gmpopcorn.com
(interviews mOrlando)
Since 1931 EOE M/F/DN

Amber Diagnostics is Hiring!
Full & Part Tiinc positions
available imri1ediately.
•
Outbound Telemarketer
Sales Associates
Sales Staff Assistant
•
Accounting Assistant
Candidates must be enthusiastic with good c6mmunication sldlls.
Fun, fast-paced atmosphere. Great pay + Comm .. .Flexible schedule
for PT. Health & IRA Benefits for FT. Employment@AmberUSA.com.
Call 407438-7847, Fax 407-856-5456.

Are You Tired of Working For Scrooge?
Why notJoin our family ofJolly Souls!

*

EARN FULL TIME PAY
WORKING PART-TIME HOURS

SPECIAL
~100fffR

•

Beautiful 2 or 3 bedroom/2 bath/2 car
garage 1500 sq. ft. Quiet, safe
neighborhood, 5 min to campus,
fireplace, walk-in closets, $1200/mo
$1200 sec. dep. 407-948-8993

Tuscawilla Townhome:
3/Bed 2.5/Bath 1/Car Gated-Comm
Pool. 1915SF $1495/mo. Nov. 30th
407-616-8859 tstein1964@aol.com
Brand New 3/2.5 townhome in gated
community 1,900 sq. ft. car garage.
Avalon Lakes $1,300/mo. Plus deposit.
Includes access to amenities .
Please call 407-737-9738

.

,

UCF Area I Oviedo

WATERFORD LAKES HOME FOR RENT
Large 4/2 located on canal. All appl, 3
TVs, avail.immed. Includes lawn care,
community pool. $1595/mo 407-230-9066

.,.

Waterford Lakes Area
3/2/2 home for rent - available immed
$1250/month +sec. dep.
Call 407-701-3639.

, Coll und Set-Up on
Immediate fnterview!

donating
plasma regularly

..

How would you like to live in a 1/2 million
dollar pool home? In exclusive Waterford
Lakes neighborhood. 5/3 3000 sq ft w/ lg
bedrooms, huge open kitchen, very
private backyard w/ conservation area.
Responsive landlord, responds to house
issues in a timely manner. Don't like calls
from H.0.A or Police. Looking for
respectful, clean, responsible females.
Appx. $550-$750/room depending on #
of tenants/size of room. No party
animals! AVAILABLE ASAP!
See pies at www.geocities.com/cptt91
(913) 908-8185
.
email rentucf@yahoo.com

Fun Environment· Growth· Opportunities
Flexible Schedules AM/PM· $8 • $15/hr average
Weekly Paychecks· Weekly Bonuses • Paid Training

$170/MO.

•

3/2/2 2 miles from UQF! 1997, 2000 sq ft.
Screen back porch overlooking spring
fed lake on conservation area. Vaulted
ceilings. $249,000 (352) 243-9881
5/3.5, 2 car gar. 2600 sq. ft. 4 miles from
UCF. Conservation lot and privacy fence,
noise no problem. Tile, carpet, landscape
& cable incl. $2200/mo Call.407-334-3961

Working with the top companiesacross the nation, we are the
nattonal leader in the telesales industry and provide great·
opportunities for our part-time staff. ,

UPTO

•

Brand New 4/2.5 in Waterford Trails.
. Community pool, tennis courts, 2, 724 sq.
ft. W/D. Less then 10 minute to UCF.
·call 321-303-3165.

Beautiful 3/2 house two blocks from
UCF campus. Cathedral ceilings,
qiiling fans and big 1830 sq. ft.
Refrigerator, range, dishwasher. Quiet,
safe neighborhood. Nearly new house
ideal for couple or UCF. Incl. pool,
clubhouse, tennis. $1350/mo.
RELAWYER777@aol.com or
407-366-6979

• $300 - $450/Week Average

EARN

-·

UCF area, Cambridge Circle 212.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$875 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430 or 407-221-0601.

Canvas: Walk.Talk, and get PAID!
We pay weekly! Part-time hours with
Full-time pay. $8-10/hr plus BONUSll
Must be available 2-8pm weekdays.
Call now 1-888-715-34!;12. Start
immediately I

Gift Shop in Oviedo hiring. PfT Cashier,
PfT Office.Assistant and Bookkeeper
(Quickbooks). email jmarti4603@aol.com.
(407) 365-1244 x 105
$1400/WEEK STUFFING
ENVELOPES @ HOME!
FT/PT, $200 Cash Hiring Bonus!
888-348-1610, 888-312-2633

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
We need Paid Survey Takers In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Click on Surveys.

Nanny needed part-time (live-ou.t) for 4
year old. Longwood/Lake Mary area.
Must have references, excellent driving
record, car, non-smoker, be willing be
finger printed and background checked,
be loving, patient, highly responsible,
active and enjoy the outdoors. Submit
resume with email note with contact info
and hours available at rzglaw@aol.com
or call 407-687-9588--leave detailed
message.

•

Room for rent, Downtown Orlando. Lake
Davis area. NO LEASE, no dep.
$340/mo + 1/3 utilities.
(407) 733-3248

3592 Aloma Ave, Suite 6,Winter Park, FL 32792 "

New Donors
Bring this ad
for $5 extra
on 2nd and
4th donation.

2br 2ba new. condos for rent off E.Lake
Mary blvd. swimming pool parking spots
new appliances tiled floors $875 a month
Call 407-454-6322

·--------------------------

•l

Spacious 2/2 condo avail ASAP

Find out how thousands of students
save lives and earn ~ash by donating
plasma regularly.. Plas.ma is used to
manufacture unique medicines for
peo·ple with various illnesses.

1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite SOO
www .dciplasma.com
321-235-9100

Marketing
Internship

Sales
Internship

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits

15-20 hours per week
3 internship credits

Great Experience!

Performance incentives

• Develop advertising
campaigns
• Attend events
·Conduct research
• Help increase circulation
• and mµch more!
Email resume and hours of
availablity to
MaggieJ@KnightNewspapers.com
;:

• Provide assistance to ad dept.
• Help prep and design sales
materials
·Contact customers on special
projects
•Great Experience!
Email resume and hours of
availablity to
Markl@KnightNewspilfers.com

'

1o mins from UCF.Complex has huge
pool, fitness ctr, and theater. Students
OK. $1200/mo (32.1) 354-4676
NO MORE RENT! Own a luxurious
1,2, and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

f.)

It)

WHY RENT WHEN YOU CAN OWN!
1,2 and 3 bdr condos, just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
HATE PAYING RENT? Own a luxurious
. 1 ,2, and 3 bdr condos. just $2500 down.
No closing costs, (407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com
RENTING DAYS ARE OVER!
Own for just $2500 down, no closing
costs.
Luxurious,1,2,3 bdr condos
(407)737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

of.)

-1

cJ

NEW WINTER PARK CONDO
For Rent
2br/1 bth $900-$1 000
3br/2bth $1150-$1200
2 miles from downtown Winter Park
Call for appointment.(407)628-4441
Brand New Townhome. 3/2.5 w/ 1 car
garage. 1518 sq ft. Upgraded cabinets &
appliances. 18 inch ~le 2 mins from UCF.
Recorded msg 407- 65-0094 code 45596

#!)
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Room avail. for clean, quiet and
· resp. N/S male senior or graduate
student in Immaculate 312 furnished
home near UCF. Screened-In patio
with 20 person In-ground jacuzzi
and surround sound, home theatre
system w/stadlum seating, prof.
pool table with lights, huge walk-in
kitchen, W/D, digital cable, highspeed wireless internet, security
system and lawn care. All util. Incl•.
$525/mo. Move-In Dec. 1.
Call 407-709-5098.

•

""

...
•

•

.
•

"

Gorgeous New Condo Never Lived In!
2/bed 2/bath. Granite counters, cherry
wood cabinets, comm. pool, fitness
center and club house. Rent $11 oo
water incl. Call Elsie at (352)348-8094

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING SEMESTER!!! Beautiful
Brand New 5/3 home located 10 min.
behind UCF!lncludes internet, cable,
community pool & tennis courts. Sorry.
no drinking, smoking, or pets
allowedl$600/mo including utilities
Call Alicia (727) 501-4418

4/2 $695/mo. Water, cable, local phone
included. Across the street from UCF.
Call Matt or Marlon 407-380-6000.
Condo's for rent 1 ,2, & 3 bedrooms,
granite, stainless steel, W/D avail in
certain units. Start at $750/mo.
Please Call 305-785-8456.

Grad student·looking for 2/2 near UCF
needs quiet, studious roommate, 11)ale or
female. Send phone number to:
Byron777@excite.com

2/2 in Club at Orlando Newly renovated!
Close to UCF. Background check req'd.
$1100/mo. Call Heather 407-913-4169.

I am.looking for two quiet, responsible
roommates to share 3/2 house with large
back yard. Dishwasher, washer/d.ryer,
refrigerator, wireless cable,
and some stor~ge available.
Please contact 407-376-1281 .
Rent depends on the room
but ranges between $500 and $550 a
month plus 1/3 of the utilities.
Can be furnished if need be.

5/4 near UCF/Avalon Park area, gated
comm. For rent or sale. Buy for $525K or
rent for $1995/mo. Call Monica Braun
Keller Williams Advantage 2 Rlty
407-222-3488 Rental..407-654-2998.
Top Rentals, all sizes avail. Condos,
town homes, and single famlly homes.
Affordable _to luxury. 407-399-8693
www.urban-o.com·

I

Room for rent in 5/4 BRAND NEW home
in Avalon Park area. Looking !qr easy
going roommates $600/mo. all util. ,
internet incl. Call Eric 407-575-7323.

Room ava.ilable $450/mo
Iii!

,,.
•

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP
$450+ 1/2 util. $200 sec.dep.
10 X 12 Room+ Own Bath. Quiet, 10
mins from UCF. ***Furnished if needed
(321 )243-8235
Roommate needed for home in Alafaya
Woods. Immediate occupancy. $375/mo
+ utll. Large room, private bath, quiet
house, no pets. No sec. dep. req'd.
Call Sean 407-492-3613

util incl. 15 mins from UCF, will have own
bathroom and walk-in closet. ;Must like
dogs. Call in evenings please.
(407) '227-7579
2 rooms for rent in 4/2.5 house. Pool, hot
tub, pool table, big ·screen TV. $550/mo
all util. incl. E-mail for more info
edrok62@aol.com.

Room Aval. in DEC. w/Prlvate Bath.New house just bullt In Oviedo. Close
to UCFNalencla. Washer& Dryer,
Yard, garage, ~urnished/ M or F.
Please call Heather 321-544-9211
Room for rent 1.5 miles from UCF. $475
month, everything included. 407-7018331 Rebecca
ROOMMATES WANTED FOR NEW
TOWNHOME IN AVALON PARKI 10
MIN. FROM UCF, FULLY FURN.,
UTILS. INC., + EXTRAS
$600/MO. FOR INFO: 727-743-4469.
Share rent/utilities 3BR/2BA/Pool SE
House. Est. $750 month.
·
407-923-6842.
•• Close TO UCF - Furnished ••
F wanted share 3/2 home near Tivoli
Apts. DSL, W/D, utilities incl. Walk to
UCF, shopping, shuttle every 15 minutes,n/s, $375 please call 407-430-8606
Close to UCFlll Room for rent in large
home $525/mo utll. and cleaning
service Incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.
1 Bedroom 1 full private bath avail. for
rent in my home. 4 miles from UCF.
$600/mo. Short or long term OK. Price
includes water, electric, high speed
internet, cable, garage storage.
407-758-8918.

Female roommate wanted to share 3/2
·house with student and p/t toddler.
MASTER SUITE. Aloma/ Goldenrod
$550 incl 407-673-9455

1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard,looking for laid back person M/F. .
$350/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.

Univ. House. $425/mo incl. util. All furn
included. Cable.tanning bed, internet and
private parking. Pool, gym. Avail. Dec.
12. Coed apt. Call Adam 321-946-4065
ALAFAYA CLUB 1 room in 3/3
Available starting Dec. 1Oth
Clean roommates, Nice neighbors,
Large room w/ private bathroom
(954)612-5690 - bbernardo2@aol.co1n
FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE!!! 1/1 in
a 4/4 at Science Drive. F only. 2 min
from UCF!!! Fully furnished, all util. incl.
UCF Shuttle. $560/mth, Move-in ASAP.
Call (941) 809-0766 now!
Jefferson Lofts Apt. 1/1. Wood floors,
fully furn., utilities incl. gym, pool, hot tub,
free parking decal 1 MONTH FREE
RENT. Nice neighbors. Avail. Spring 07'
Call Jeremy 407-902-5311.
Female needed for Spring/Summer
sublease in a 3/3 at Pegasus
Connection. Furn/util incl, shuttle to UCF.
Clean and quiet roommates. Originally
$555 a month but lowering it to $500.
Contact Kristen at 941-685-4751 or
Kris10Pomy@aol.com
Female roommate needed for Spring and
·
Summer semester $490/mo
Pegasus Connection 4bed-2bath
furnished/utilities included.shuttle to UCF
Call 727-457-9274 or 727-457-6368
Female roommate wanted to take over
lease for spring and summer 2007 at
THE VILLAGE AT SCIENCE DRIVE.
Fully furnished, biggest bedroom with
private bathroom. Rent is 550 will pay
your first month rent plus bonus!! Great
location to UCF and the closest building
to the clubhouse and pool. Call Alyssa at
321-223-6116 for more details.

FREE RENT NEAR UCF!
1 br in 4/2.5 in University House on
Alafaya. Avail lmmed. Lease ends Aug
!07 $445 includes everything! First month
free! Call Erin 352 359 0635
Room Available in Princess Castle.
Move in ASAP. Must be Female.
ONLY $490 A MONTH!
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
Fully furnished; great roommate, cable, 3
HBO's, HS iAternet, dishwasher, washer
and dryer all included) Call me to see it!
321-536-7238, BobasMarie@aol.com,
www.myspace.com/orlandqapt.
Room Available in a 4/2 for a female
student. Rent $475/mo, utilities included.
Great Roommates. Call 386-299-5010.
Spring Sublease in Pegasus Landing
1/1 in a 4/4 NSF only. $510/month.
727-642-3407 or kdeedle@yahoo.com

•

Spring Sublease : 1/1 in a 4/4 at Pegasus
Landing. F only. Great roommates, quiet
building. $510/mo and 1st month 1/2 off!
727-642-3407 or kdeedle@yahoo.com

GRAB YOUR COUPON BOOK

Two rooms available in a 4-bedroom
apartment In Pegasus Landings. Fully
furnished and all utilities included for
$515 a month. Male. 1st months rent
Is free. Please call 941-713-3211 or
941-504-6845 .

in the student unio11 today
or pri11t your coupons online at

UNIVERSITY HOUSE: 1 room in a 4/2.5
$465/mon. Includes cable, HBO, pool,
tan bed, washer/dryer, own bathroom,
and all utilities. Available immediately w/
free bed. Call J.D. @ (407-595-0376) or
jdspano36@gmail.com.

www.Kn ightNewspapers.com!

1 bedroom in 4/2. Furnished apt. All util.
incl. Comm . pool. UCF shuttle, we will
pay move-in fee. $490/mo.
Call 407-257-5740

•
$2500 DOWN, NO CLOSING COSTS
Luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr condos,
Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

•

For Sale - 2/2 Townhouse
Great Condition, Near Campus
$164,900 Stephanie 954-465-0649 or
Sam 954-465-0653

SEEKING
TAX PROFESSIONALS,
EMAIL CUSTOMER SUPPORT
AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

1/2 duplex near UCF. 2bd/2ba. New
roof, garbage disposal, fenced with shed.
837 sq. ft. ASking $145,000.
407-617-2544
JUST $2500 GETS YOU IN!
No closing costs, luxurious 1,2, and 3 bdr
condos, Waterford Lakes, (407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Our positions are Ideal for students and professionals.

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
$2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1 , 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

Most positions are seasonal.

•

DREAM HOME, DREAM DEAL
. $2500 down, no closing costs. Luxurious
1, 2, and 3 bdr condos. Waterford Lakes
(407) 737-0529
www.thecrestlife.com

•

Gated community close to UCF &
Valencia. 2bdrm/2bath condo mint
condition. Ready for new owner
available immediately. $167,000. Diane
Molaka, Molaka Realty
407-222-4270 call today!
www.molakarealty.com

CONTACT CENTER OPEN HOUSE
TUESDAY, NOV. 21ST • 3 PM - 7 PM
THURSDAY, DEC. 7TH • 3 PM - 7 PM
I

WEDNESDAY,.DEC. 13TH • 3 PM - 7 PM

•
.12650 Ingenuity Drive, Suite 200
Orlando, FL 32826
Now locate d in Research Park in Orlando!
FORTUNE Magazine' s "Most Adm.ired Software Company"

2/1.5 in Waterford Lakes. 5 miles from
UCF. 1214 sq. ft. W/D, lawn
maintenance incl., great investment
$210,000 Call Rusty 407-421 -4400.
Home for sale. Beautifully remodeled.
3/2 in Waterford Lakes. Remodeled
kitchen EVERYTHING NEW. Brand new
floors, and roof. Move in ready $289,900
Please Call 407-928-4692.
View pies at www.1012oceanbreeze.com

BED $130, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, stlll In plastic. Delivery
avali. Cali 407-287-2619.
Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedlc type
Memory Foam Mattress Set w/
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avall. Call 407-423-1202,
B.e ds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1 941

Intuit chooses to be an equal opportunity employer.

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250.
Set-up available. 407-831·1322
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© Puzzles by Pappocom , .

Fill in the grid ·so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 t hrough 9
with no repeats.

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

...

Wednesday p uzzle:
Medium level
Friday puzzle:
Hard level

.

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
'

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Ms. Bernhardt
Sketch
Taxis
BP m erger
partner
15 Actress Plato
16 Comic Sandler
17 Beer giant
18 Hits the slopes
19 Evergreen
20 NY gambling
parlor
22 Wispiiy delicate
24 Hanna's partner
in cartoons
28 To bl<1me
29 Coated with
crumbs
30 Big _ , CA
31 Gallant guy
32 Actress Ruby
34 Grew to be
39 Up to
41
Lanka
43 "Ave
44 NextelC up erg.
46 Period of time ·
48 Forwarded on
49 Daw ber or Tillis
51 Total lack
53 "Love in the
Time of
57 Seeker
58 NFL Panthers
60 Make lace
61 Actress Kudrow
62 Shower square
64 Soap actress
Susan
68 School collar
69 _ vera
70 Mexican adieu
71 $5 bills
72 Archibald of the
NBA
73 "Eight Miles
High" group
1
6
10
14

DOWN
1 Pouchlike
structure
2 Latin lesson
word
3 Australian joey
4 Like gymnastics
5 Acted as
emcee
6 Lie. to pull teeth

© 2006 Tfibune Me(fia Services, Inc.
All rights reserved .

7 Yard-work tool
8 Loos and
Louise
9 Old-time laundry
device
10 "It's a Wonderful
Life" director
11 French farewell
12 Commonplace
13 Small silvery
fish
21 Spawned
23 Actor Zimbalist
24 Toy weapon
25 Field of
endeavo r
26 Landlord's
revenues
27 Fruity drinks
33 Afore
35 Model analysis
36 _you t he
clever one!
37 Chop into small
pieces
38 Diner
40 Collar part
42 Baghdad land

A F
p A I
p A s CA
I N H
c E

45
47
50
52
53
54

New Jersey river
Touch upon
Philippine city
Marine facility
Staff sign
Land of Port-auPrince

55
56
59
63
65
66
67

Actor Welles
Bank deals
Scads
Wide shoe
Geometric fig.
$-due mail
NASA outpost

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

BED $150, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

PHO and Masters· g raduat es to help
with essay research and writing.
www.c u stomessay.com
1-888-345-8295
Pregnancy testing and supportive
counseling . FREE and confldential.
Center for Women
(407) 628-5433

10 MINUTES FROM UCF
4/2 home. Seller will pay closing. Eat-n
kit, split bdrms, fenced, 1car gar. Bring
reasonable offer. $237,900. Call Joyce at
Century 21 Oviedo. 407-366-5837.

Refer a friend.

INTUIT.COM/ORLANDO

..~

Immaculate 4/2 1952 sq. ft. in Tanner
Crossing. Split bedroom plan, large
bright kitchen opens to family room.
$290,000 Call Linda 407-314-6600
ReMax Realty Resources

Serenity at Tuskawilla- 1, 2 & 3 bdrm
'condo homes for sale from the $130's.
Close to UCF. Lg split bdrms, pools,
gym, billiards, etc. 100% financing. Call
407-629-2256 for incentives. .
www.serenitycondohomes.com

If they get hired, we wlll pay you $50.
Send your friend's name and contact
Information to orlando_hlrlng@lntult.com.
Expires 1/8/07.

··.•

SUDO KU

Male/Female Exotic entertainers for
whatever your reason to party! $25 OFF
when you mention this ad.
www.socoentertainment.com or
407.227.1485 $$-ALWAYS HIRING
QUALIFIED TALENT- $$
Unplanned Pregnancy?
Confidential, Compassionate Adoption
Advice. Expenses paid if needed.
Choose Life! Fla. License #1105-002-000
www.AmericanKidzAdoption.com
727-823-1537 Toll Free 866-525-3057

Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 1O Spring Break destinations!
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com. Ask
about group discou(lts!
Germany indephs 10 day EF tour to
Germany. Depart 5/29/07 optional 1O
day "home stay". Contact Mrs. Panton
pantonj@ocps.n.et.

800
Lost Kitty: Hawthorne Glen area,
small blk/grey F, blue collar,
$50 reward 407-435-1634

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
in the
(entral 1lodba 1uture

for as low as $4 an issue!

www.KnightNewf, apers.com/ classifieds

'
•
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Etymology: New Latin psychologia,
from psych- + -logia -logy.
The science of mind and behavior.

4l

Start the New Year
with a first-class
education in Psychology

~

Join us at Carlos Albizu University
CAU is fully accredited by the Middle
States Commission of Higher Education

-..i

Exciting and challenging programs in:

..,. Bachelor of Science in Psychology
..,. Master of Science in Psychology

'il

Mental Health, Marriage and Family Therapy
and School Counseling .

._,

..,. Master of Science in Industrial I
Organizational Psychology
Program ranked #3 in the nation.
111>

,It/

Doctor of Psychology (Psy.D.) in
Clinical Psychology
Accredited by the American Psychological
Association (APA) .

Personalized attention, smaU class settings
and flexible schedules are just a few of the
great assets that CAU has to offer.

One, Two and Three Bedrooms
starting from the low $130s.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secured and Gated Community
Health Club Style 24-hour Fitness Center
Picnic and Recreational Area
Computer Room with Broadband
Internet Access
Solariums in Selected Units
Secluded Terraces
Business Center with Conference Room
Private Garages are Available
Car Wash Area
Club House, Swimming Pool ~nd Sun Deck
Represented Exclusively by

Oral Represemation cannol be re!ied upon as c:ooectty !i1a!ing the reP<esentationollhe<leveloper F0< cared represer<aOOn,make refetence to thedocurlenls required by sedion 718.SOJ. Flonda
S<aus.1" be tJmish by the developer kl Illeb<Jyer« lessee. Notan offer where prohbted by Slate statu.. Pnces. features, reodeting de1aUs and amet>ilies'"" subject!oCl1aOll". Al p!10los. mag..
aildreodenngsare111eexdusrvepropertyd!tledevefoperant1rri!lfnotbereproduted~theexpresswnttenperrruss:ooofthectevel0pef.
~

Inquire about our other undergraduate
and graduate programs in:

Education and
Business Administration

Call Now
or visit our Website!

~

1 · 888 GO · TO · CAU

11«;j\\ijf

8100 Claire Ann Drive• Orlando, Florida· (407) 381-0500· villavalenciacondos.com

·~

(46 . 86

228)

www.mia.albizu.edu

~I

2173 NW 99 Avenue. Miami, FL 33172

·

"Buyerrnustuse.-·sappnl"l<!d-andtllecompany.

Its the most wonderful time of the year!
•

Its time to spread the joy of the holidays to our community! Share your Thanksgiving by giving what you can.
Toys can be for any age 3- 18, but they must be unwrapped and in excellent condition. You may also drop off gently used clothes
and canned food.

•

Let's show the families in our community how UCF can spread joy to all of Orlando . ·

November 20th
lime: 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Contact: Chris Goyzueta vud_hunger~mail.ud.edu
location: Carpool/Meet@ Mitlican Hall
Description: Join VUCF as we feed the Homeless at Lake Eolall

Until November 20th
Contact: Chris Goyzueta
location: VUCF Cubicle
Description:We are collecting Jackets, Sweaters, and blap ets at
the Volunteer UCf cubicle inside OSI on lhe 2nd floor ofthe Student Union.
These clothes will help the homeless in Orlando stay wa over.the cold fall and wioter period.

November 21st
Volunteer UCF
Location: Student Union Pegasus Ballroom
lime:7:00

Until Nov.30th
Contact: Megan Johnson vud_mentor@mail.ud.edu
Location: Student Union 208
Description: Donate unwrapped toys that will be given to Big Brother Big Sisters of Central Florida to benefit
under-privileged children during the holidays! Donate your toys in the VUCF cubicle located in Student Union Room 208.

Until Dec. 1st
Contact: Amber Ferguson vud_health@mail.ucf.~
Contact Telephone: 407-:823·6471
Location: Student Union 208
•come donate your teddy bears for ill children in the S d~•:.Wru!!U!!m~'
Office of Student Involvement at the Vofunteer UCF cubicle.

Unti1Dec2nd
Location: YUCF Cubicle
Description: Drop off toys to the BETA Gift Box ·n the
donated to the young moms, babies, and families ~rve
Also, when you drop off an item you can receive ONE rt
a
which is equal to ONE volunteer service hour so pl
on fO~

A terna ·ve Spr·ng Break 2007
Contact: Faraaz Merchant vud_asb@mail.uc:f.edu
Location: VUCF Cubicle
Description:
If you are a previous participant you know what It's all
about and you miglrt n to experjence ASS all over
again. If you are new to ASB, you're in for one of the
most memorable experiences of your entite life. This
year we have trips to New Orleans, Florence, Jekyll
Island, Albany and several more.
Both the General ASB Application and the Site Leader
Application are now available. Please keep in mind
that if you a~e applying to be a site leader, you must
also tum in a General Application along with your Site
. Leader Application and sign up for an interview when
you1um in your application.
Alternative Spring Break, Site Leaders and a lot of
other items are explained in fuU detail on the applicatlon themselves so open them up and take a look.
Our new website is now at
http://www.asb.getinvolvedud.com. Right now the
website is under construction but we hope to have full
detailed information and pictures from previous trips
available for you to look at along with other resources.
You can download tbe ASB General Apptication and
Site L ader Application from the website.
As
here will be paper applications available from
t
front desk of The Office of Student Involvement

,

{SU 208}.

Site leader Applications Due: Nov. 27th
General Applications Due: Dec. 8th

•

